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CHAPTER I I NTRODUCTION 
THE CONCEPT OF CROS S SECTION 
In nuclear phys i cs, t h e probability of a certain nuclear 
reaction is conveniently expressed by the cross section. 
Statistically, the center of the atom in a thi n foil can be 
considered as points evenly distributed over a plane. The 
center of an atomic projectile striking th i s plane has a 
def inite geometric probability of passing within a certain 
distance r of one of these p oints. If there are Q atomic 
centers in an area A of the plane, this probability is Q"'f.r2 /A 
which is the ratio of the aggregate a r eas of circles of r ad i us 
r drawn around the points to the wh ole area. If we want the 
fraction of impinging particles getting through the foil, the 
result can be expressed in terms of the equivalent stopp ing 
cross section of the particles. The i mpinging particles are 
conventionally regarded as havin g negl i gible diameter. The 
cross section can be computed for any sort of process sucp 
as capture, scattering, production of neutrons, etc. Often 
the number of particles emitted or scatte r ed in nuclear pro-
cesses is not measured directly; instead a measurement is 
made of the attenuation produced in a parallel beam of in-
cident particles by the interpos i tion of a knovm thickness of 
a particular material. The cross section thus obtained is 
called the total cross section. The typical nuclear diameter 
is of the order of 10-12 em. and so we expect the cross sec-
2 tion for nuclear reactions to be of the Ol'"'der of-rrd /4 or 
1. 
about 10-24 cm2 • which is called a "barntt and is the unit 
usually used in expressing cross section. The cross section 
for an interaction between two particles is defined as 
follows: Each incident particle sweeps out a cylindrical 
volume of area a and length:. equal to its depth of penetration 
Let N incident particles pass completely t~rough a thin 
layer of thickness t having Q particles per cm2 • Let there 
I 
be n interactions of the type under consideration. Each 
. . . 
nucleus in the target may be thought of as presenting an 
area of tr cm2 • to the bombarding particle for the given 
reaction to occur on the assumption that the bombarding par-
ticle has negligible size. The effective volume swept out by 
the N incident particles in traversing the layer t is Ndt cm3 
and the average volume per nucleus in the material is 
lxt/Q cm3 • Hence the number of collisions is Nift/(t/Q) and 
of in-so 6= n/NQ cm2 •"" (no. of processes occurring) (no. 
cident particles)(no. of target nuclei p~r cm2 .) The range 
10-32 cm2 • c5 is not in-
2 
of cr is generally from 10-20 em • to 
herently determined by the dimensions of the body and for two 
particles_will have different values depending on the process 
being considered. 
A SIMPLE ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE: 
A beam of o< particles traverses 1 cm3 • of nitrogen at 
76 em. pressure and 0°C. If one (t',p) reaction occurs for 
106 incident particles, estimate the cross section for this 
reaction. Consider the nuclei in lee. volume to be cma-
2. 
2 pressed so that they are all on 1 em • of surface, then we 
can say that we have 1018 nuclei per cm2 • presented to the 
incident particle so~= l/(l06xl018 ) • 10-24 cm2 • = 1 barn. 
RUTHERFORD t S SCATTERING EXPERIM~: 
One of the earliest fruitful experiments on bombardment 
was that made by Rutherford in 1911. He bombarded a thin 
foil of metal vdth a stream of~ particles and determined the 
angular distribution of the ~particles scattered by the atoms 
in the foil by counting the scintillations on a zinc sulfide 
screen with a microscope. The angular distribution of the 
scattered ~particles depends strongly on the structure of 
the scattering atoms. If the latter _are closely spaced, no 
~ particles would penetrate; wide spacing w~u~d give easy 
penetration. From the result, Rutherford was able to con-
clude that matter consisted largely of empty spaces with 
sharply localized masses and charges. 
CLASSIFICATION OF NUCLEAR REACTIONS: 
Nuclear reactions may be grouped into five general class 
1. Simple capture: capture of the incident particle 
and the production of a new 
isotope. 
2. Inelastic collision or simple nuclear excitation: 
the collision puts the nucleus 
into a higher state of excit-
ation; subsequent emission of a 
gamma ray allows the nucleus to 
3. 
. 
? 
return to the ground state. 
3. Elastic collisions! leaves the i n t ernal energy 
of the irradiated nucleus 
unchanged. 
4. Two particles as end products: the incident 
particle is captured and a 
different particle is imme-
diately emitted as (n 1 p) or 
(n,ot) ~ 
5. More than t wo particles as end products: cap ture 
of the bombarding particle 
results in a disintegration i 
whi ch three or more end pro-
ducts are formed as (n 1 2n). 
There are many different types of cross sections such as 
total, elastic, inelastic, abso~tion, collision, activation, 
scattering, capture, and fission. 
SCATTERING .QE NEUTRONS: 
Consider a beam of neutrons projected into hydrogen gas 
{protons). If the energy of the i ncident neutron is not too 
high, it will transfer its entire energy if it strikes the 
proton d irectly. If the collision is a glancing one, the 
conservation of momentum and of energy will relate the sub-
sequent motions of the t wo scattered particles. 
4. 
Since the masses of t h e neutron and proton ar e essentially 
the s ame, they may be omitted, so 
momentum: vl cos e + v2 cos~= v 
vl sine v2 sine= 0 
v2 1 v~ - v2 -
stituting in the value of v from the energy equ ation , the 
result is tane = cot~. Hence e +~ = 90° and the paths of the 
scattered particles a r e at right angles. 
The energy W9 of the particle scatter ed at an angle e is the 
2 
energy W of the i ncident particle times cos e. Here there 
0 
can be no backward scattering and e can't exceed 90 • 
The following fi gure sh ows the variation in energy of the 
scattered particle at different an gles in the f i xed lab-
oratory coordinate system and also i n the coordi nate system 
whose origi n is at the center of mass of the two inte r acting 
particles whi ch is _L_o...box~±~r.·t -. 
-__ _S. y s t_e~ __ ··--
___ (en fer -of- Mus 
S y .sfe"' 
5. 
Scattering angles in the center-of-mass coordinates are 
double those in the laboratory system. For the direct col-
lision, the velocity in the forward direction would be only 
one half that in the fixed system and so the energy would be 
only 1/4 as large. This same energy would characterize 
particles scattered at every other angle. In the SymL1etrical 
center-of-mass system the no. of particles per unit solid 
angle (~) is the same in every direction. Hence the no. of 
particles (dn) scattered between an angle B and an angle 
6+d9 is dn = c:r2.,-r2 sin e d8/r2 • 
In the laboratory system, the corresponding angle er is equal 
to ej2 so dn' = (J 21Tsin 29'2§.8' = 0""87Tsin8 1 cos8 1d9' = kcos8'd9 
and hence the no. of scattered particles varies as the cos of 
the angle of scattering pr~cess becomes more complicated. A 
proton and a neutron in close proximity may attract each 
other because of the_ exchange of an electron between the two 
particles. If the frequency of the exchange is w, then the 
energy due to the exchange is hw where his Planck's constant 
The variation in the exchange energy with distance corres-
ponds to an attractive force. These forces are called 
"exchange n .forces. 
6. 
CHAPTER II THE WAVE EQUATION 
THE~ FUNCTION: 
~Vhen we observe the manifestation of an electron, we 
observe a particle. If we want to kn ow how many electrons 
probably are in any given volume or how many cross a unit 
area per unit time at a given point, then we must assume a 
wave (DeBroglie wave). The ~~litude and phase of this 
wave at a given point and time is specified by a complex 
function of position~(x,y,z,t,) called the wave function. 
If d~ is a volume element at (x,y,z), then the probability 
that at time t an electron would be found in d~ if an ex-
periment were performed is \V(x,y,z,t)\ 2d~. The average 
no. of electrons in a volume large enough to contain many 
electrons will be jiV(x,y,z,y}j 2d1. 
~ MECHANICS QE STEADY BEMIS OF ELECTRONS OF VELOCITY 
V<<C (INTENSITY INDEPENDENT OF TIME). 
To calculate the path of a beam of electrons,f_must be 
~ \~l will then be equal to the no. of electrons per 
unit volume at any point. Suppose a beam of electrons of 
known energy goes through a slit S.. into a vacuum where an 
electron field causes the electron to curve. It must be 
possible froo1 the experimental conditions to calculate the 
a 
function ''lf{ which must vanish outside the region where the 
electrons are observed and be equal to the observed electron 
density inside this region. If electrons are accelerated by 
a known potential, the wave length of the associated waves 
7. 
is 
( 1J ~ :h/ .J 2mW : h/ -fS~mv:h/p 
where the kinetic energy of each electron W is equal to -Ve 
where V is the potential drop between source and point at 
whi ch A is measured and p =momentum. 
If W is the kinetic energy of the electrons as they pass s, 
then W at any other point is given by w=w-v(x,y,z) where V is 
the potential energy of an electron at (x,y,z) so that v= 
e'(x,y,z) where% is the electrostatic potential difference 
between Sand (x,y,z). Thus the wave length is given at 
every point of space. 
To calculate the wave function, we need the boundary con-
ditions which depend entirely on the experimental setup. 
Here the boundary conditions consist of a knowledge of the 
state of the wave over the surface of the slit, i.e., the 
wave amplitude, wave length, and phase. ~e first two are 
determined by the experimental conditions and the phase can 
be given any arbitrary value since it does not affect 'f. 
Given these conditions, the wave is determined at all points 
of space. To calculate ~~ we need the wave equation that 
it satisfies. Any monochromatic train of waves in a homo-
geneous isotropic medium must satisfy the equation 
2 ~2.\\1' + 4-: 1\f = 0 
Putting in the value of 
(2} 
A :h/ -f2m (W- V) , 
(wo-Y)~ = 0 
we get 
s. 
which is Schrodinger 1 s wave equation. 
INFINITE PLANE WAVE: 
An electron beam of infinite width going from left to 
right along the z-axis is represented by the wave function 
2. iT ~(7./>. - 'Yt) ( 3) "'If= A e. where ..\ = h hJ c. m W A 11 d v = W /h 
This is obtained by solving Equation (2). The no. of elec-
trons per unit volume is lf/ljf{" where1f{1- denotes the complex 
conjugate of \j(, that is, to obtain If*, replace all i of -yr 
by -i. Here~~~= AA*• The no. of electrons per unit time 
crossing unit area perpendicular to the z-e.xis is AA{:-v where 
the velocity v is given by w=~mv. 
ONE DD11ENSIONAL PROBLEMS: 
Let a beam be formed by passing electrons through a 
circular hole of radius a in a screen with the z~ axis along 
the center of the hole. Let this beam 'enter a field varying 
only in the z-direction, so that the potential energy of an 
electron in this field is of the form V(z). Since the var-
iation of Jfwith x andy is irrelevant here, it is convenient 
to take the incident beam of infinite extent so that we can 
represent it by an infinite plane w~ve. 1f is a function of 
z only and satisfies the wave equation 
,z 2 ( ) ( 4 ) ~ zl{ + i ~ 1. "'~ W- V ?{:: 0 
where W is the kinetic energy of each electron at the 
point where V is taken as zero. 
For example, let us investigate the behavior of a beam 
of electrons i mpinging on a potential jump, that is, a 
field such that 
v = 0 for ~ <o 
v = U" for :z:: > 0 
and let V<W. Represent the incident wave by A exp (ikz) 
for~<..o where K=- 2.-rr..,.,v/h;; 2rr(antWY~/h. This represents 
~~ 
a beam of electrons of velocity v and such that AA v cross 
unit area per unit time. Represent the reflected beam 
by B exp (-ikz) for ~<o and the transmitted beam by 
..1. 
c exp(ik'z) for z)Owhere k' =- C.TTY'IY'/J.,::: a-n-[2rn.(w-u1]e./h. 
Thus we have for the complete wave function 
1f::: A exp(ikz)+ B exp(-ikz) for 2:~ o 
lJI =. C exp(ik 1 z) for 2: > o 
The boundary conditions to be satisfied are that lJ! and 
c)%'z. are continuous at ::z: =- o. 
Hence -¥'=A exp(ikz)+ B exp(-ikz) = C exp(ik'z) 
and so at ::::?:.::0, A+B • C 
Also !~ = Aik exp(ikz)-Bik exp(-~kz) = Cik' exp(ikz) 
and so at ~: o, Ak-Bk = Ck 1 
Solving the two simultaneous equations, we obtain 
B: A(k-k 1 )/(k+k') and C = 2Ak/ (k+k 1 ). 
Thus the no. of particles crossing unit ar•ea per unit time 
in the reflected beam is BB~~"v= AA-l'"v(k-k' )2 / (k+k' )2 
10. 
* u 2 2 
and in the transmitted beam CC v' = AA~v' (2k) /(k+k') 
Since k/k' = (2 mv/h)/(2 mv'/h) • v;v' then the fraction 
of the total no. of particles reflected is 
~~ 2/ 2 2 k; 2 I 2 2 AA v(k-k'~(k+k') = (k-k') = (kr-1) :(V llr-1) :(v-v') 
AA*v (k+k 1 ) 2 (k/kr+l) 2 (Vfvt~l) 2 (v+v 1 ) 2 . 
Similarly the fraction transmitted is 4vv'/(v+v' )2 
Since (v-v' )2/(v+v' )2 + 4vv'/(v+v' )2 : 1, the wave function 
predicts the conservation of electrons. 
i!. 
PROBLEi"l: S IN WHICH lJll VARIES WITH ~: 
Consider a highly evacuated dn charge tube in which a 
beam of electrons is projected against a screen with an 
aperture and shutter. If the aperture is suddenly opened, 
a short time t later there would be a stream of electrons 
coming out of the aperture and extending a distance vt 
from the hole where v is the electron velocity related to 
the energy W due to the field accelerating them by the 
formula l. 2 We: 2 mv • 
We ought to be able to predict this result by postulating 
2. 
the presence of a wave and then assuming that 1~1 equals 
the no. of electrons per unit volume. From the wave point 
of view, there is a steady wave train falling on the screen 
until the shutter is opened and a beam passes out into space; 
the velocity with which the front of the beam advances is 
the group velocity of the waves. The group velocity in any 
11. 
wave motion is equal to dv/dN where v is the frequency 
and N is the wave no. equal to 1;~. For the wave descrip-
tion to agree with experiment (or classical theory here), 
this velocity must equal the classical velocity v of the 
electron so dv/dN = V 
Since p = mv = h/~ : hN, then v = hNjm 
hence dv/dN = hN/m 
dv = h/m NdN and integrating 
v = h/m N2 /2 + const. 
Since W : !mv2 = !P2 /m :! h2 /}·m = ! 
then v - W/h+ const. 
From relativistic considerations, DeBroglie deduced the 
formula Echv where E : mc2 (l-v2 /c2) -i. 
Expanding E in a series, we obtain 
2 1V2 ) 21 2 E : me (1 2 _ 2 +... = me -+- 2 mv -+- ••• c 
v For _«1, 
c 
2 1 2 E = hv = me +2mv which is used to evaluate 
the constant of integration. In non-relativistic calcul-
ations, the constant is put equal to zero. 
The wave equation for a general, non-monochromatic wave 
disturbance is 
)} J. V-' (5) ~ ~"t" 
h J7p 
where W :. .ilT.t.. u due to its time dependence now. 
12. 
This equation is obtained as f ollows. The equation satis-
fi ed by the wave function describing a stream of electrons 
of energy W is 
(6) ~-:1..11 + 
The wave function is of the form 
(7) )tJ := {'(x.!J,z) e.xp (-:tTT~ W-t/h) 
We want to eliminate W. 
~ ¥ ~ f (x, 'J• z..) c.x p (- :z7T ~ W-t/ h) . (- 2 TT .U w;,) 
a~ 
- ~ li =- w f ( ){, :1, z.) e. x p c- .:l-,-~ w t I, ) 
.:t'Tf...L c\.t; 
_JL_ ~ = W?f'. 
;tli.C:. ~'t . 
From Equation (6) it follows that Equation (5) is satis-
fied by wave functions describing electrons all with the 
same energy. The most general wave function must be made up 
by superimposing such wave function as in Equation (7); hence 
- . 
the most general wave function will satisft Equation (5). 
ONE DIMENSIONAL MOTION OF A WAVE PACKET I N A HOMOGENEOUS 
MEDIUM : 
Let a beam of electrons be fired at a screen having 
an aperture initially closed by a shutter, then opened for 
a short time, and reclosed. An electron cloud will pass 
through the aperture and tra vel ou t into space. A region 
in which the electron density is not zero will travel 
through space. The shorter the time the shutter is open, 
13. 
'·' -=======================~~==== 
the smaller the region. In wave mechanics, we picture a 
train of DeBroglie waves falling on the screen and then 
a wave packet or group passing through the momentary 
opening. The square of the amplitude of the wave function 
gives the probable electron density. The wave group as 
a whole travels with the group velocity of the DeBroglie 
waves which is equal to the classical velocity of the 
electrons they represent. Wave and classical mechanics 
make the same prediction here. If JR(x,y,z,t) is the wave 
.function at any point in the wave packet, then n is the 
probable number of electrons that have passed through the 
shutter where 
n = f r f J ¥ (X, y, z ' t ) I 2 dxdydz 
where n is a constant in time and the integration is over 
all space. 
If the original electron bema were sufficiently we~k or 
if the shutter were open for a very short time, then n 
might be of the order of magnitude of unity. If n = l, 
it would not mean that just one electron would pass through 
every time. It would me an that if the experiment were re-
peated a large no. of times, say p times, then the total no. 
of electrons passing throughwould be pn even though each 
time then : 0,1,2,3, ••• Usually the wave function is 
normalized so that n : 1. 
14. 
In all wave motion the r e is a relation between the fre-
quency v and the wave no. N. Assume a general relation 
v = v(N). The most general possible wave disturbance is 
given by +oo 
1.jJ = j a.. ( N) J. N ex. p [ ~ TT ..<.. ( N ~ - v t )] 
-CD 
where a(N) is an arbitrary complex function. This wave 
disturbance is obtained by superimposing an infinite no. 
of plane waves, with arbitrary amplitudes and phases. We 
can choose a (N) so that )P has any desirable form at time 
t • 0 by means of Fourier's i ntegral theorem. 
Let the wave packet at time t • 0 be described by the 
error function 
( 8) lb = C ex. p ( ~ -rr L N oz. - z./o-~) 
which allows all the subsequent integrations to be carried 
out in terms of known functions. The wave packet is thus 
initially in the neighborhood of the origin, has wave no. 
N0 , and width of order of magni tude 26': 
Let 
Substitute this and evaluate the i ntegral for~ to find 
the fo~1 of the wave packet at any subsequent time 
+a; 
(10) 1tJ ~ j c_ IT"-'.1.0'" e>Cp l.z-rr...t.( N2:-vr) -(IV -N<l)~~jd.IV 
-CD 
15. 
First expand v in a Taylor's series about N = N0 
1 2 It 
v = v0 (N-N0 )v' 0 2(N-N0 ) v0 +··· 
where v0 , vo',••• are the values of v and its differential 
coeff icients with respect to N. If we assume cr.>7-4, most 
of integral (10) comes from N N0 so that a gpod approxi-
mation is ob tained if terms (N-N)3 and higher are neglected. 
Let N-N0 : 3 , so Equation (10) becomes 
Y'- CTI~If~ ex f [• 17-" (c!Vo+ J) z- t ( >'0 + )V, '_. tj'YO ")] -J'n'oj .lj 
-00 
-f'f1j 
~ C.,-{: cr j e" p [- j 2( Y0 ··.,. L t; + 1T :r.,/J + :2 j ( 1T i. z.-Tr .{., y6 ' -t:) -r.:Lif .(. 
-=05 (N0 z-V0 t1} cL 5 
:: Cv~cr{ e."p[:- a5'l+:t bJ +C. J r:1.. J 
-QS 
where 
: C.o-nSTRNT 
b = 1T~ ( 2.-}Jo '-!) : CO"I1..5TANT 
c..= !1.'1J".(.,(No2.-)lo-t) =- C.o-..t.STf:f,.,T 
The integral may be wri tten as 
/,,_ 1,"1.] 
-LJL f' [- a. 3 ~-+ :t ~ J +c. -a::- + '""'0:7 
& 62 ) 6 :L] ~ (! )(; r [- o..( 3 : .la.- 5 + a.. 2. + ~ + a:: 
6 2. b"l..J 
= e"r[-a.-()-a:) +C.+---;: 
b 
Let ) - ~ = 7 , so 
.J.-1" = c -rr ::a.. 0"' 
+Ol 
exp (c.-+ 6Ja._)j exp (-a.7 1 ) cl '7 
<:x; p (C.+ ~) ,.,-1 a. -i_ B u~ '"'1 To,./s TIt & les tt37' 
16. 
Now insert the values of a,b,c ;;l..l 
C ~ 1. .. X [ ( ) (vo 't --z.) 11.1 ;:. 1 +- l/o t ]- .l. c:...x p :nr-V Noz. -Yo"'t - :l. . • r -rr(T"- o- -~vo% 
At t = o,)V reduces to Equation (8). 
At time t, the center of the wave packet is at the point 
, then v = i~" \, · I z = "'o t: • s· z ./' ~nCe ~-:: r D 
and hence the velocity of the wave packet equals the 
group velocity J, /JN. 
Now investigate the spreading of the wave packet. 
Considering the exponential term i n 1/J only, we have for 
the amplitude /lP/ = e.xp[- o-'"(Vo'-t -z.)1 J 
. h" + _ .. _o -~-'f ('' ...... ).l. . 
1T 
This is derived as follows: 
Consider t7T~ {N. z- Yo-t)- (l'o't-z.):a... J 
q-.:Z+.(.. Yo"-c 
1T 
Put this over a common denominator and rationalize: 
~ TT ..L (1"~(1\1 1 z. - 'Yo-t:- ~ ~o"-t- ~ N 0 -c. -~ -t) -(Y/ t- 2-}.l Cf + -<--Y 0 t 'lT" 
17. 
By comparison of this last expression with Equation (8) 
where we saw that twice the square root of the denominator 
was the length of the wave packet, we see that here the 
length of the wave packet is of the order of magnitude of 
2 [''"'t~~~)]x 
and for large t, the wave packet width is of order of mag-
nitude v .. "t ~ _.-0;......__ 
'"Jrfr 
Thus the wave packet spreads as it goes along, that is, as 
t increases. 
The velocity with which the len gth of the wave packet 
increase is :l ).) 0 •• 
::. 
For DeBroglie waves, in the non-relativistic theory, the 
relation between frequency Y and wave no. N is .v = I, N 'l.l /2 n-v 
and so dAr /.LN = hN/nc. = v 
cL\,/.LN 2 = "!~ 
N 1'71.1.1 I a.n-.L h y = )')! v::~./.2. and since we previously saw o " lh • ' 
we substitute these values into the expression for ljl and 
[ . h j-~ r 1£' : C 1 + ~ =-- e)( p [»7- -if _ :l.IT :c. (--nt v ;~-t. _ m v z.~ 7/m r cr a+-4 J, -t .2. I, h 
'"Trn1 
get 
One of the most important properties of wave packets is 
that if it passes through any electric or magnetic field 
18. 
which doesn't vary much in a distance comparable with the 
size of the wave packet, it follows the classical path. -:1-
-:~oSee Dirac 11Q;uan tum Mechanics 11 page 120. 
or Ruark Physical Review 32 1928 pag e 1133. 
19. 
CHAPTER III SCATTERING OF A BEAi\11 OF PARTICL:ES BY (a) A 
CENTER OF FORCE AND (b) A COULOMB FIELD. 
(a) CENTER OF FO.RCE SCATTERING 
Consider the scattering of a stream of charged particles 
by a small spherically symmetric region in which their pot-
ential energy is not equal to zero; call this region the 
atom and denote the potential energy of a particle at a 
distance r from the nucleus by V(r). Experimentally, we 
measure the no. of scattered particles falling per unit 
time on an area dS at a distance r from the scattering 
atoms. In theory, assume just one scattering atom. The 
no. of particles falling on dS is proportional to the solid 
angle dw = dS/r2 subtended by dS at the atom center. We 
refer to the par ticles ·which hit dS as 11scattered through 
an angle G i nto the soli d an gle dw. tt The number OI~ part' 
ticles scattered into the solid an gle dw i s also proportional 
to the current per unit are a in the incident beam. If N 
particles cross unit area per un i t time in the incident 
beam and the number of particles scattered per unit time 
through an angle G into the solid an gle dw is NI(e)dw. 
then I(e) is the quantity to be calculated. I(e)dw has the 
dimensions of area and is termed the "effective cross-
section for scattering into the solid an gle dw." 
20. 
The followi ng analysis will o e f o r electrons, a lthough it is 
applicable to al l par ticles. Let (x ,y,z) b e the Cartesian 
coord i nate s and (r,e,¢) the p olar coord i nates. 
Z = ~ (!o.s 9 
X .. r ..s ,;, 8 t!o.s ¢ 
y = r ..ri, o .rin p 
. X f A.j"' ,... sino e ... ·; 
Let t h e atom be at t h e origi n and t h e p ot entia l ene rgy of 
an electron at a distance r f rom t he origin be V(r). Also 
assume that V(r} goes to ze ro faster t h an 1/r. Let a 
stream of par t icle s move with v e locity v f rom left to 
ri ght alon g the z direction. Represent this electron 
stream by t he p l a ne wa ve e xp (ikz) where k = J..'TT-mv/1-t. For 
convenience, drop the time factor. This wave represents a 
density of on e electron per unit vo_lume and a flow of v 
electrons across unit area per unit time. The atom will 
scatter t h e wa ve whose amplitude after scattering is 
denoted by Y -If (e) e.. .L, K A. a--t" (r, e, ¢). 
The problem is to find{(e) from wh ich we can deduce the 
number of particles scattered into a given solid an gle per 
unit time. 
21. 
We want the number of electrons i n t h e scattered wave 
cro s s i ng an element of area dS. Consider a cylinder 
whose cross section is dS and heigh t v = electron velocity. 
'1/ 
No. of p a r ticle s of scattered be &l.ll falling on dS in unit 
time equals (volume of cylinder)(density) 
=. (v rl. S ) ( I 7/) 1P ~/ ) 
=-(vd.. s) ('r-:l./f(9)J.2. exp (ik...ll..) e.xp(-.i.KT) 
= vr-:a. Jf(e)t~ cA. S 
Hence the number of electrons in the scattered wave crossing 
an element of a r ea dS at (r,e,¢) is v.,.-• /f(e)j:t. dS per unit 
time. If the i ncident be am is such that one electron falls 
on unit ar ea p er unit time, then t h e no.J(e) cl...,scatte r ed 
i nto a given solid angle dw per unit time equals .,..-,./fCe)J":lcl.S 
(since v = l because onl y on e electron f alls on unit area 
per unit t ime.) 
Ire) d.w ~ ..,..-:t. Jf(8)1l d 8 
l(e)...,.,.t!S:: ...,.-2.lfre)Jl<L S 
:. Ire) = 1 f re) I L 
22. 
Now we require the no. of particles scattered between 
angles ~ and.. 9 +d. G· 
The a r ea of the shaded porti on is 
{y c:( 9) {J.7rr 51 n & ) : 27fT -a. .S In 8 cJ 6 
Solid angle = area/r:z. • :tiT SJIJ (7 d 9. 
Since /f(B) I 1 J..w particles a r e 
scattered in to a given solid angle, 
'J. 
then } f(8)} 2.'1r sm G de particles 
are scattered between e and e -+&.e. 
The problem is to find a solution "J'I of the wave equation 
which a t large distances from the atom represents an in-
cident wave and a s cattered wave. We need for large Y 
( 1 ) SLI = ex p ( i J< z) + ~)C P (-<- K r) f (tJ) / r 
where exp(ikz) is the incident wave and exp~x~) 
is the scattered wave. 
Schrodinger 1 s equation sati sfied byp is 
H?f = [-,. -y; 
- p ~"?/I ~??L +[mv,%- Y (A-) J ~ =0 
h"r7" ~~i'hi7T 2. + ['""'vh - V(-,. >] 1t-' = 0 
v ~"¥' + ~ :z1r nr "/;, ) 4 - -r"""" 71,. Vc T ) I h :l. J =- o 
(2) 
23. 
To solve (2) a certain spherical h armonic expansion must be 
developed. 
The solution of 
(3) \7 ~-p + K :t p :: 0 
is the p lane wave~: exp(ikz). In polar coordinates, the 
solution is J"' = Pn(cose) fh (J-) if /n is a solution of 
( 4) -\. .5!:... ( r 2. elf ) ..,_ (k :~_ n (n + 1) f = ~t. 
r dr d.r ""'-~ 0 
and where Pn(cose) is the nth Legendre coeffici ent. It is 
. . . < r ( 2 1 ) J Z.. n. -':l""l-
evaluated by the formula Pn(z.): L (-1) l'\.- ...... • I 
· "l- = <> 2."-r!(n-r)l(n-.l.r-). 
where m • n/2 or m = n-1/2 whiche ver is an integer. 
Equation (4) is solved in t wo ser ies, one beginning with ""r'"' 
and the other with --r -n-l, which are expressible in terms of 
Bessel functions. Denote the solution of (4) that is 
bounded at...,.= o by i, (--r-) which is determin ed except for a 
multiplicative constan t. If An are arbitrary constants, 
00 
then L I] -n Pll. (Cos f) ) {.., ( r ) 
._.~o 
is t h e most genera l solution of (3) which has axial sym-
metry (independent of 9> and which is finite at the origin. 
Thus exp(ikz) can b e exp and ed in t hi s f orm. 
CSI 
Let exp (ikz) = exp (ikr cose) = Jo ,L}, Pn (cos e){., (r) 
*See lViargenan and Murphy "Math ematics for Chemists and 
Physicists" page 229. 
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To dete rmine An, multiply both s i des by Pn(cose) sin~ and 
int egrate from 0 toir; putting cos 9 = t, the result is 
+I 
( 5 ) [ e)( p (.<. K ,._ t: ) f'.,.( t ) clt = .4 ~ _,. I A n { n ( r ) 
. _, 
. 1+1 :l 2 * s~nce _
1 
P, ( t) clt = /6.-nt- 1) .. 
An can't be determined until af ter fn has b een comp letely 
defined. We define fn exactly by means of its asymptotic 
expansion for large Y". 
Integrate t he left side of (5) by parts wh ere u = Pn(t) and 
dv = ex:p(ikrt)ikrdt so +1 1 [.,, • 
-. -'-f~P._ (r)e..xo(~k/1-r)~,o-J..-t -=.(.'I(..,.E"'p(iN-r-r)P,(til ;-;;;_,~'lt"p(,< .. r)P..,(t)cll. 
-<- .1< r _, n I _ 1 
The second term is of or der l/r2 so for large r, 
(.2}21?-f t)) An fn (-..) ::-- ~1Kr [ex p(-<-~ 1-t") ?)1 (t) ]~11 
Since Pn(l) = 1 and Pn(-1) = (-l)n, the right side reduces 
as follows: (i.,"' ..... )[ex p(~K-rt: Jf.,., (t)]_:' = ;_ 11\ r- [exr(ixr- )-(-•) nexp f- iw r )j 
= (1/ikr)[eA~ (ikr)- exp (i~) eA~ (-ikr~ 
= 0./ikr) ~xp (ikr) - exp(-ikr-n'TriJ 
= (1/ikr) @os kr+ i sin kr-cos (kr-n'TT}+-isin (kr-n1T 
-
and since cos kr - cos (kr-n~) = -2 sin (kr-n1W/2) sin nv/2 
and sin kr +sin (kr-mr) = 2 sin (kr-r:nr/2) cos n'iT/2. 
*see whittaker and Watson "Modern Analysi s 11 page 305. 
25. 
then 
= (l/ikr)[2i sin(kr-n~/2)cos n~/2-2sin(kr-n~/2) sin nP.{~ 
= (2/kr) sin(kr-n1r/2)(cos n~/2+i sin n~/2) 
: (2/kr) sin(kr-n~/2) exp (inv/2) 
= (2/kr) sin (kr-rrv/2){-l)n/2 
: (2/kr)in sin(kr-n~/2). 
Now we determine fn completely b y demandin g that it be the 
solution of (4) which has the as~npt otic form 
( 6) fn (r) ~ (1/kr) sin (kr-n1T/2) 
Then [2/(2n+lil {An/kr) sin (kr-n1T/2) ~ (2/kr)in sin (kr-nTr/2) 
An = in(2n+l) 
Thus the incident wave is 
co 
(7) exp (ikz) = L. in (2n+l) Pn <cos e> fn <r.> 
"'1'1 = 0 
The expression for fn in te rms of Bessel functions is 
f 0 (r) = sin kr/kr 
],_ 
fn (r) = tfr/2kr )2 Jn ~ (kr) 
Now consider the wave equation (2) for an electron in the 
field of an atom. The general solution having axial 
symmetry is 
00 
(8) "Y' = L. An pn (cos e) In (r) . 
"ll:O 
where An are arbitrary constants and Ln is any solution of 
(g) 12 d (r2 dL) + (k2-U(r )-n (nel) L = o r ar dr . . r . 
which has two independent solutions, one finite and one 
infinite at the origin. Choose An so that (8) represents 
an incident and a scattered wave, that is, so that (8) 
has the asymptotic form (1). 
26. 
The wave function must be finite everyWhere, so In must be 
that solution of (9) that is finite at the origin. ln(r) 
is then defined except for the arbitrary multiplicative 
constant. Let In = G(r)/r and (9) becomes 
1 £_ (r2 d G/r)...._ (k2 -lJ (r) _ n-(n+l)) G = 0 
r dr dr r 2 
(lo)d2G)~2-U(r) _n(n+l)la = o 
dr2 e r2 J 
For large r, the last two terms in the bvacket go to zero, 
so that the asymptotic form of any solution G is 
(11) G~ A sin (kr+~) 
where A and E. are constant. 
To test this, set G: u(r) exp(ikr) and substitute in (10). 
d2 [u exp(ikr2) + [k2-U(r)-n(~21 qu e.xp(ikr) = 0 
dr2 
d [iku exp(ikr)-t exp(ikr)du/~+[k2-U(r)-n~2+l)J 
dr --· 
ikr 
u = 0 
2 2 2 · 2 1 h t n (n + 1 ) 
-k u ik du/dr + d u/dr + ik du/dr+k u +~(r )+ r2 u = 0 
(12) d2u 2lk du; _r U(r) + n (~+l) u = o 
'(liZ+ dr L r 
Since u is nearly a constant, assume for large r that 
2 du du.//k-
-- '-'- dr dr2 
Neglecting d2u/dr2 , we have 
2ik du/dr- [u ... n(~+-l):Ju = 0 
r 
2ik du/u = [v + n (n+l) /r2J dr 
27. 
and integrating 
2ik/ogu ={[1J(r)+ n(n+l)/r2J dr 
The right side tends to a constant for large r only if U(r) 
goes to zero faster than 1/r as r goes to infinity. In such 
a case, G has the as~aptotic form 
(11) G ~A sin (kr+£). 
The particular solution of (9) that is finite at the origin 
will thus have the asymptotic form 
cr-1 sin (kr-n~/2 -;n) 
where C is an arbitrary constant and ?n is a constant de-
pending on k and U(r), determined in general by numerical 
integration. To find C, define Ln<r) to be that bounded 
solution of (9) having the asymptotic form 
(13) Ln_(r) = (1/kr) sin (kr-r11T/2+?n) 
If we subtract (7) the incident plane wave from (8) the 
incident and scattered wave, the scattered wave results. An 
must be chosen so that it does actually represent a scattered 
wave, that is, so that there are no terms of the type 
exp(-ikr)/r in the asymptotic expansion. Thus for all n and 
for large r, we have 
An In(r) -(2n+l) infn(r) ~ Cn exp(ikr)/r 
where Cn is a constant. Substituting (6) and (13), the 
left side becomes 
An [<1/kr) sin ( kr-n'fT/2+7n ~ - (2n-+l )in El/kr) sin (kr-nTr/2 ~ 
28. 
and letting kr-ntr/2 : k? 
sin k,.o : (An/kr)sin(kft7n) -
= (An/kr) [exp [i (kp+?n)] -
21 
exp[-i (kP+?n )J} {2n-Jl) {in/kr) 
[e3E(ik;~-exp~ikp)J 
: (.!u/2ikr) Gxp (ikr) exp (i?n )-.e.xp (-ikr) exp (-i?nj- (2n+l )in/2ikr 
~xp(ikp)-exp(-ikpfl· 
= ~xp (ikp)/2ik~ 0nexp (i?n )- (2n+l)ij -exp (-ikp)2ikr 
[Auexp(-l?n)-(2n+l)i~. 
Now choose An so that the second term vanishes 
' 
An exp(-i?n)-(2n+l) in : 0 
An = {2n+l)in exp(i~n) 
Thus for (8), the wave function representing the incident 
and the scattered wave, we have 
-(14) 1/1= L. (2n+l)in exp(il)n)I'n(r) P0 <cos a) 
'1•• 
and for the asymptotic form of the scattered wave, we have 
exp(ikr) f(e)/r. 
eo 
Now to evaluate f(e), we need en since f(a) :2_CnP0 (cos a). 
l'J=O 
(exp(ikp)/2ikr) [An exp{i?n)-(2n+l)i~ = Cnexp(ikr)/r 
Substitute An = (2n+l)in exp(i~ n) 
29. 
_., 
so 
but 
so 
en= (expli(kt-kril/2ik)(2n-rl) inGxp(i2?n)-l]. 
= (exp (-in-rr/2 )/2ik) (2n+l) in [exp (i2l)n )-1 J 
exp {11' i ) = -1 
exp(-n~) : i-n and substitute this into Cn 
2 
Cn : D2n+l )/2ik] [exp (i21n )-1] 
00 (X) 
f(e) = L CnPn (cos 9) : 
,., . ., 
(l/2ik)L {2n+l)Pn (cos9) 
'J1 = 0 
~xp ( 2 i~ n ) -1 J . 
(15) 
Now put f(9) into the complex form 
f(9): 1/2ikL(2n+1) Pn(cose)(cos 2?n"i"i sin 2'?n-l) 
- l/2k2: (2n+l) (1/i) (cos 21n-l)Pn (cos&)+l/2k2 (2n-rl) sin 2?n 
:E'n (cose) 
: l/2kL(2n+l) sin 2?7nPn(cos9)-i/2kL(2n+1)(cos 2"7n-1)Pn(cosB) 
The scattered i ntensity 1(9) is given by the square of the 
modulus, that is, Qy A2 -t B2 where 
A = l/2kL (2n-tl) (cos 2~n-1) pn (cos e) 
B : l/2k 2. (2n+-l) sin 2~n Pn (cos e). 
The total elastic cvoss-section Q of an atom for electrons of 
a given velocity is defined as the total no. of electrons 
scattered ela~tically by the atom per unit time from a beam 
of unit i ntensity. That is, such that one electron crosses 
unit area per unit time. In practice, the no. scattered 
through an angle greater than some small angle 60 is 
measured, but since f(9) is bounded at e = o for atomic 
fields, Q is very insensitive to 90 and thus e0 may be taken 
30. 
to be zero. Since the no. of particles scattered between 
e and 9 d& is l.r { 9 >f 21T" sin e dQ, then 
'IT 
Q : 2 1T/J.r(e~2 sin e de 
0 
which gives 
00 
(16) Q : 41l"/k2 {;..o (2n+l) sin2 ? 0 
as follows 
7r . -.r-
2'fr/ J.r(o)f2 sine de= 2rrjr(e) sine de 
0 '1T 0 ~ 11" 
= 2rr[ (A2+ B2 ) sin e c1e a zrrj A2 sin e de +2-rr[ ! 2 sin e de 
0 2 . 
: 2rrjfJ:/2kl_(2n+l) (cos 2"?0~l)PJ sin 9 dtt+-2rr]~/2ki(2n+l) 
0 
.. sin 27nPn] 2 sin e dB 
-
2
'Tij (2k) 2fl (2n+l )2 {<cos 2~0-1 )2+ sin2 ~nj] fPn 2 sin 9- dEl-
= 'Tr/2k2[2<2n+1) 2 (2-2 cos 2lJn) [";n2 s i n e de 
: >?2'7k2 L (2n+l)2 
: Zlljk2 L (2n-t-1) 2 
= 21Tjk2 L(2n-r1)2 
: 4'TT/~ 2. (2n+-l) 
1 r'Tr 2 (1-cos 2?D)/ Pn sin e d9 
2 d 
2 """ 2 sin · -ryn j Pn sin e- de 
() 
sin2 ~ 0 2/ (2ni-l) 
2 
sin ~ 0 • 
31. 
RELATION BETWEEN THE PHASES 1n AND THE ANGULAR MCM ENTUM 
OF THE SCATTERED PARTICLES. 
The ph ases ~ n of Equation (15) for the scattered 
amplitude were defined as follows: Let Gn{r) be the 
bounded solution of 
(17) G1~ [ k2-V(r) - n {~Zl )]G = 0 
For larger r, G wi 11 have the asymptotic form 
G ~ sin (kr-nir/2~?n) 
which is the defining equation of ?n• . 
If V(r) falls exponentially to ze r o for large r, an estimate 
of ~ n can be made for fairlY. larg e n and so an estimate of 
the no. of terms required to sum se r ies (15) for f(e) is 
obtained. 
Let 
(18) F (r) : [k2-U(r)-n{n+l)/r2] 
If V(r) has no pole of higher order than 1/r, then F(r) is 
negative for small rand p ositive f or larger, and so has 
at le a st one zero, desi gnated b y rn• 
For small r, the solution G of (17) behaves like Arn+l where 
A is a constant assumed to be p ositive. Thus f o~ small r, 
t n 
G and G are positive. From (17), G is also positive sine e 
[k2-V(r)-n{n+l)jr2] is negative for small r. For increasing 
r, G cannot decrease until G' changes . sign which can happen 
n 
only for a value of r / the first zero of G • But since 
G is increasing and thus positive until the first zero of 
32. 
u 
G , it follows from (17) that this zero is at the point 
rn. Thus G increases (exponentially) until the polnt r = rn. 
If A is negative, a similar proof follows. If r is greater 
than rn, G is an oscillatin~ function. 
We now find the closest distance of approach, classically, 
of an electron of energy E fired at an atom so that its 
angular momentum about the nucleus is I Where I is the 
product of the initial momentum of the electron and the 
impact parameter, p which is tbe distance between the initial 
line of motion of the particle and the center of the 
scattering field. If v is the electron velocity at the 
point of closest approach, then E = mv2 V(r) since energy 
is conserved and I= mvr since an gular momentum is conserved 
and the radial velocity is zero at the point of closest 
approach. 
Elimination of v gives 
(19) E-V(r)-I2/2mr2 : 0 
Substitution of 
(20) I= h[n(n+-1U~/2n-
gives 
which is equivalent to 
(18) F(r) = k2-U(r)-n(n+l)/r2 : 0 
Thus the zero rn of F(r) is the distance to which a particle 
of angular momentum of (20) would approach classically. 
33. 
n+l / J Since G behaves li ke Ar for small r, then G (r) is 
n 
ve r y small for r much less than r n. 
We now show t hat if n is so big that a. particle with 
angular momentum (20) does not penetrate the atom (classically , 
then the corresponding phase ~n is very small. Thus we must 
show that if V(rn) is very small for n greater than a. certain 
value, YJ n is also vero.J small for these values of n. Note 
that if V(rn) is very small, then rn is approximately the 
zero of F(r} ""!' k2 - n (n+l)/r2 • 
Let ~(r) be that solution of the equation 
(21) d2g/dr2+ (k2-n(n~l)/r2 g = 0 
which is bounded at the origin, the arbitrary multiplying 
constant being chosen such that 
~ ~ sin (kr-nv/2 for large r. 
From the previous arguments, gn decreas es exponentially as 
r decreases for r less than rn• The fo rm of ~ is similar 
to that of G. 
Use a perturbation method to solve 
(17) a" -t- (k2-V(r)-n{n-t-l)/r2 )G: 0 
Let G = g__~ -t j5 and neglect the prcxiuct 0V. Substitution n ~ . 
into (17) gives 
d2 (Sn+¢) + (k2-U(r)-n(n-t-l)/r2 ) (~-t-¢) : 0 
dr2 
d2¢ +(k2-n(n+l)/r2 )~-V(r)gn-+~+(k2-n(n+l)/r2 )gn = 0 
dr2 . . . dr ~ 
34. 
But the lg_st two terms equal zero by (21) so 
(22) d
2e (k2-n(n+l)/r2 )¢ :\T(r) gn(r) 
dr 
Let¢= &(r) J (r) and substitute into (22) 
~jn+- 2 gn'5'-J €SntJ+ (k2-n(n-+l)/r2 )Sn(r)J(r) :V{r)~(r). 
and by use of (21), we get 
" &J + 2 gn '3' : U(r) gn (r) 
Now multiply by gn(r) and integrate 
[<g2J" + 2J 'g' )dr :/V(r)g2 (r)dr 
J t, (g2 J') dr = jtJ(r) g2 (r )dr 
g2 J' :[11<r )g2dr • 
Since J' must be bounded at r = 0 and g(r) behaves as rn-rl 
for small r, the lower limit of' integration must be zero. 
Y' 
d3 = l/g2 J( U(r)g2dr. 
dr • 
And so, putting in the value of' g, we have for large r 
tiD 
(23) M-; c_sq2 (kr-n1T/2) jl1(r) g 2dr. 
dr 0 
The integral converges. 
Let 00 
An = j V(r) g2dr 
By postulate, for the value of n considered, V(r) is small 
f'or r greater than rn and also gn is small f'or r less than 
rn since gn ~sin (kr-n~/2). Thus An is small. 
Integrate (23) to obtain 
J = -(cot(kr-n"if/2)-+g() Jn/k 
where~ is a constant. 
35. 
Hence, since Gn = gn-+ ¢ = gn~~J" 
Gn=' sin (kr-nTT'/2)-sin (kr-n-rT/2) (cot (kr-n'TT/2}+cc )An/k 
~ sin (kr-n1T/2 )-(cos (kr-n1T/2 )+ o< sin (kr-n'TT/2) An/k. 
Neglecting terms involving the square of lf n' we get 
(24) Gn ~ (const~) sin(kr-n1T/2-t~n), 
where "' n • - An,/k as f o 11 ows : 
Let z: kr-+- mr/2 
Gn -::--sin z +'lncos z ~?n sin z 
~(sin z)(l+ ••• )+(cos z)(?n-r•·•)-+Dt7n sin z 
- s i n z cos 7 n -1- cos z sin 7 n +0( 7n sin z 
~sin (z~?n)~~7n sin z 
~ sin (kr-n'TT/2~ 7n )-+[;{? n sin (kr-n'TT"/2-r 7n) [where / n 
is added inside the sin of the second term for symmetry and is 
allowable because 7n is much less than one:] 
"!:: ( l+~n) sin ( kr-n'TT/2t-1n) 
~ (const) sin(kr-rrrr/2~?n)• 
00 
Since An =/V(r) gn2 (r) dr 
1 
fn = gn = (fT/2kr)2 Jn+i(kr) 
V(r) = S"2m V(r)/h2 
k = 21Tmv/h 
then 
(25). ? n = - (8m113/2h2 ) ~~(r)[Jni"i(kril 2 r dr 
which is valid ci .f the rig ht side is s mall and which shows that 
1 n is small under t he assumed cendi tions. 
36. 
Since (25) is valid for large n, it may be used to test the 
convergence of series (15) for the scattered amplitude. The 
series converges if L7npn (cos rp) (2n+-l) converges. 
If' ?n is much less than one for all n, (25) may be used for 
all n and the scattered amplitude f' (e) is found as follows: 
I(S) :}f(e)l 2 = A2-tB2 : (l/2k)~(2n+l) 2Pn2 (cose) 
[<cos 2 .7n-l )2-+ sin2 2?J 
= !k2~(2nil) 2 Pn2 (2-2 cos 2?n) 
= ~L(2n+l )2 Pn 2 sin2 ~ n 
••• f (9) : 1/k 2_(2n-+l)Pn sin 7n 
(26) f'(G) = l/kL(2ntl)Pn(cose)?n since7n~<l for 
The summation of (26) yields the Born formula. 
TWO SIMPLE EXAMPLES TO ILLUSTRATE THE THEORY 
1. Scattering by a potential hole of radius a. 
all n. 
Let the potential of the particle in the scattering field be 
V(r) : -D for r(a 
= 0 for r>a 
Let the wave length ~be much greater than a so that all the 
phases ?n are negligible except 7o· The distance of closest 
approach or a particle with one quantum of angular momentum 
is ~ /21T' if the particle does not enter the potential hole. 
The wave scattei'ed by the atom is f(9) exp(ikr)/r and from 
(15) f(e) : [exp(2n7n>-9 /2ik so that the scattered wave is 
37. 
(2'7) exp (ikr) (exp (21 ?n )-l]/2ik:r 
To find 70 , the asymptotic form of the solution of 
d
2
G +8mw2(E-V)Gjh2 : 0 
dr2 
must be found. 
This asymptotic solution must vanish at the origin since G/r 
must be bounded. The two solutions are 
G = A sin k'r 
G: sin(kr+7 0 ) 
where :k2 - 8-n2m(E1-D)h2 
where k2 : arr2m E/h2 
for r<a 
for r~a 
The constants A and 7 0 must be so chosen that G and dG/dr 
are continuous at r = a, so 
A sin k'a = sin (kaT?0 ) 
A k' cos k'a = k cos (ka-T70 ) 
Divide to get 
(28) 7 0 = ta.n-
1 [~.tan k'a] -ka 
I 
I _.._ . 
t / 
_,r' 
..... I 
f":(l 
' 
. c;. ; s ;,.. ~ ,. 
In the figure, the wave function G is shown by the full line; 
the dotted line represents the curve G = sin kr. The phase 
7o is represented by the length AB multiplied by k. 
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00 7 n = -An/k where An = { U(r )gn 2 (r )d:r and 11(r ):8m112 V(r )/h2. 
If the field is attractive, then V(r) is negative and soV(r) s 
negative and so An !s n~g~tive and so ?o is positive; 
Similarly 70 is negative for a repulsive field. 
Since k • ~mv/h, then as the velocity of the electrons tends 
to zero, both k and k' go to zero and from (28), 7o in 
general also tends to zero. The scattered intensity is the 
square of (27) 
{[exp (ikr)/~ [exp (2i 0 )-:Q /2ik] 2 
which tends to a finite limit. If the limit as k~o of 
tan k'a/k' is a, then this limit is zero, since 70 = tan-1 
ka-ka = 0 for ka small. If the limit as k tends to zero of 
tan k'a is infinity, 1hen 7o does not tend to zero and the 
scattered intensity becomes infinite. Thus it is possible 
that the cross-section of an atom for very slow electrons 
may be ei tiler much larger or much smaller than the region 
in wl:lich V(r) is comparable with the energy of the electron. 
2. Scattering by a small impenetrable sphere. 
Assume that tile radius a of the sphere is much less than 
;>.,jzrr so that only the first harmonic need be considered. 
Since the wave function must vanish at the surface of the 
sphere, we have 
G = sin k(r-a) 
so that 7 o : -ka 
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From (16), the cross-section is 411 sin27n/k2 • 
Since 7o is much less than one, then sin 7o: Jo = -ak. 
Hence we have for the quantum mechan i cal cross-section 41!a2 
which is 4 times the classical cross-section 1Ta2 • 
THE BORN APPROXIMATION 
This is an approximate formula for the scattering of a 
beam of fast particles by a field V(r) which can be evaluated 
much more easily than the exact formula (15). 
We must solve the wave equation 
(2) Q 2 ~-+ fic2 + U (r)] lp: 0 
where k2 : 81l2mE/h2 , V(r) : sn2m V(r)/h2 
and wheref has the asymptotic form 
(1) ¥' = e.xp (ikz) + f (e) exp (ikJ• )/r. 
The most general bounded solution of the equation 
V 2J"+~P:F(x,y,z) 
where F (x,y,z) = F{r) is a known function, is 
~= G(x,y,z)- (1/4'11) fex:p(~k ... lr-r'l) F(r') dt' 
lr-r'l 
where G is the general s elution of 
V 2 G+ k 2 G : o* 
*See Mott and r·.1assey 11Theory of Atomic Collisions" 
edition 1 page 85. 
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The general solution "'Y of (2) satisfied the equation 
(29) ¥ = a- (1/4-rrP,xp (ik lr-r'b<r' ) "'Jti(r•) dt, 
lr-r'' 
the right side of which represents an outgoing wave. In 
order that~ have the asymptotic form (1), we choose 
G = exp ( ikz ) • 
To obtain f(9), we need the asymptotic form of (29) for 
large r. Let n be a unit vector in the direction of i. so 
that 
n = (sin 9 cos ¢, sin e sin ¢, cos e) 
We have 
... .....:... ~ _. 
r-r' ...... r-n' r 1 (terms of order 1/r) 
and so from (29) 
(30) -p"! exp {ikz )- (?xp (ikr )/41i~ fexp (-i~ r' )V(r') 
~<r•)dt' 
Forrnulae (29) and (30) are exact • 
.An approximate formula for f(B) is obtained by assuming 
that the wave is not much diffracted by the scattering center. 
Under this assumption, we can replace¥(r 1 ) in the integral 
of (30) by the unperturbed wave function exp(ikz'). This 
approximation is valid only for fast particles. By setting 
the~of (1) and of (30) equal to each other and dropping 
the dashes, we obtain 
(31) f(e) = -l/4nfexp[ik(n0-n).~ ~11(r)dt 
where ~0 is a unit vector along the z axis, so that z = no r. 
The integral is most easily evaluated by changing to 
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spherical polar coordinates (r,"'\,....,) w:i. th the axis « = 0 
being taken in the direction of the vector n0 -n. 
Hence 
. 2 'iT '1T' 011 
f(e) • -l/41T/ d~.f. sincx. dc1" r 2dr e.xp(iKr cos~) tl(r). 
where K = k\n0 -n l = 41r sin .fV~ and ~ = 2-rr/k = h/mv. 2 -
We evaluate f (e) as follows 
. . -rr 
:l'ii CD 2 . ( 
f(Q) • -1 r,.s] J r driJ(r)-' exp(iKr cosw) sino< doc. 
4,.r o <> _ 
Note that f exp (iKr coso<) sino< dO( 
0 
'Tj'" 
: [-exp(iKr cos~)/iKr]Q 
= [exp(iKr)-exp(-iKrTI /iKr 
- 2 rexp(iKr)-exp(-ii<'..r)J 
Xr 2i 
: 2 sin Kr 
Kr 
and since 
substitution gives ~ 
8rrfir2 2 j sin Kr (31) f (e) = - . !h o Kr 
The intensity scattered i nto the solid ang le dw is } f(e)l 2 dw. 
If V(r) i s an atomic field, an alternate formula is 
where 
(32) f(e) - E 2 z-F(e) csc2 (9/2) I 2mv2 
F(e) = 
~ sin Kr 
4 'fr,.6 /' (r) Kr 
2 
rdr 
and- £(r) denotes the charge density at any point.* 
*See Mott and Massey "Theory of Atomic Collisions" lst ed • 
• 88 
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The scattered amplitude may be calculated from formula {31) 
or (32) in which the scattering is a function of sin ce/2 )/A 
only, that is, of v sin {6/2). If V(r) g oes to zero faster 
than l/r3 as r goes to i nfinity, t h en f(S) remains f i nite as 
e tends to zero. Thi s i s true also for the exact f ormula (15) 
for f(e). For a g iven atom, the value of.!f'(9) for 9 = o is 
independent of v; f(9) falls more steeply with increasing ~ 
for large v than for small. Si nce F (9) tends to zero for 
increasing K, then f or high velocities and large angles, f(e) 
tends to ~ 2j2mv2 ) csc2 {9/2) so tha t the scattering is 
mainly nuclear. The non-occurrence of the phase factor is 
a result of using the Born approxi mation . The Born ap-
proximation is also valid if 7 n is small for a.ll n. If h 
tends to zero in any quantum theory formula, the result is 
the corresponding classical theory f ormula. Mott and Massey 
do this for the formula for the no. of particles scattered 
* by a field V(r). 
(b) COULOMB FIELD SCATTERING 
If a beam of charged par ticles, each carrying a charge 
z'e and su ch that one particle c r osses unit area per unit 
time, falls on a single nucleus of i nfinite mass and charge 
ze, t hen b y Newtoni an mech anics the number of particles 
I{6)dw scattered p er uni t time through an an gle e into the 
·~see Mott a nd Massey nTheory of Atomic Collis ions 11 
1st ed. p.eo. 
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solid angle dw is given by 
(33) I(B) (zz' e 2/2mv2 )2 csc4 (e/2) 
where m and v are the mass and velocity of the incident 
particles. This is the Rutherford formula and agrees with 
* experiment for the scattering of ~ particles by heavy nuclei. 
Wave mechanics gives exactly the same formula. Consider the 
scattering of a $ream of charged particles by a bare nucleus 
with the force between particle and nucleus varying as the 
inverse square of t h e distance. 
For electrons, 
Por o(-par ticles, 
V(r) 
V(r) 
- -ze2/r 
2 
= 2ze /r 
where z is the atomic no. of the scattering nucleus. In 
general, 
(34) V(r) = zz•e2/r 
where z'e is t he charge on the scat te red p article and z' is 
positive (negative) if the scatte r ed p article is p ositively 
(neg atively) charged. The wave equa tion is 
2 2 ' 2 (35) q Jb-t-81T m (E-zzr e )?f= 0 
h2 
A sol u tion can be obtained wi th the asymptotic form 
(36) 7/- r + s f (e) 
where I repres ents an in ci dent wave; S, a scattered wave; 
and (37) lf(e)l = (zz•e2/2mv2 ) csc2 (e/2) 
*see Andrade ttThe St1~ucture of the Atom" page 21 
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The previous rrethod for the calculation of the scattered 
amplitude was only applicable if V(r) tended to zero faster 
than 1/r as r went to infinity. This limitation is due to 
the bounded solution Ln(r) of the equation 
(38) l/r2 d(r2 dL)+\_81T2m(E-zzre2) _n(n l)lL = 0 
dr or [h2 r r 2 J 
having the asymptotic form 
(39) L ~ (1/kr) sin (kr-n-rr/2-r 7n - «log 2kr) 
where <X.: 2 Tr zz' e 2 /hv and wbi ch differs by the log term 
. -:c. 
from the forrn assumed in Equation (13). 
The wave equation describing the scattering is 
~ ~ 
(14) ~(r,e) = L (2n+-l) i 11 exp(i7n) Ln(r) P11 (cos e) 
which is equal to 
{40) pcr,e) = exp {-11~2) f{l-r-ioc)exp (ikr cos e), 
F-[-i~; 1; ikr(l-cos en 
where 
F, (a;b;z) = 1-+ az;b.l+ a(a-tl)z
2
/b{b-tl).l.2+ ••• 
~* is the generalized hyp e rgeometric series. · 
The function (14) has the asymptotic form I s f(e) with 
(41) I = exp [ikz+i tX. log k (r-z U 
(42) s = (1/r) exp(ikr-i~log kr) 
and f (9) g iven by (37). The fonns (41) and (42) for the 
*see Appendix A 
**See Gordon .Zeits.f.Pbysik 4 8 (1928) pag e 180. 
***see vfui ttaker and Wets on "Modern Analysis" page 337. 
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incident and scattered waves are peculiar to the Coulomb field. 
Consideration of all the class~cal hyperbolic orbits with one 
asymptote pointing from right to left parallel to the z-axis 
would lead us to expect the wave front of the incident wave 
to be n ormal to all these hyperbolae. At large distances 
from the nuclei, the surface perpendicular to these hyperbolae 
does not tend to the form z • constant, but to the form 
z-+ zz'e
2 log k(r-z) = constant 
mv2 
The incident wave is "distorted" even at infinity by the 
nucleus that it is going to encounter. Thus, we expect the 
the incident wave to be exp[ik [ z+zz 'e2 /log k(r-z)Jl 
mV2 U 
which is (41). The form of the incident wave (42) is 
similarly explained. 
Now we solve 
(43) 'I 2-y;+ (k2-A'/r) Y' = o 
where ,P' = 871" 2m zz 'e2 /h2 
k 2 = S1T2m E/h2 
Let 
(44) ~ = exp (ikz )F 
V 2 exp (ikz )F + (k2-ft/r) exp (ikz ) F = o 
e.xp (ikz) fl(d2F 21k ~ -l?Fl-+ (k2F-.8F f.r jl = 0 ll dz2 -r I J 
o 2p + 2ikc)F -jJF /r = 0 
V dZ 
which has a solution of the type F • F(r-z). 
Make this substitution and obtain 
46. 
z It 
2(1 -r) F + .£Ft+ 2ik(Z/r-l)F 1 -fiF/r = 0 
r . 
where F' and F 11 are the first and second differential 
coefficients of F. 
This is done as follows: 
'f 2F = V 2F(r-z) = q2F (w) where w :r-z 
],_ 
r = (x?.. Y2+ z2 )z 
0. F .9J: a-W = ~ F' .,.~X 
<7 dw ~x r 
Similarly a- 2F __ v~,.,-+n 1 i3_. 
2 ~ (- - 3)Ft oy r r r 
Hence 
(44) 
~ F dF 
= 
6 w = (~-1 )F' 
oz dw ~ r 
z tt 
2(1-r)F +- 2 F' + 2ik(;-l)F' -fiF/r : 0 
r 
If (44) is multiplied by r, tilen r,z occur only in the form 
(r-z) and so a s elution exists of the required type. 
Let J : r-z and so 
2 (45) J £.2:-+dF 
dJ2 dj -ikJ dF 1 .a F -- 0 OJ- ~f"' 
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As a. trial solution, let F =J P (l~a1s~a2j 2+•••) 
Hence F' = Pjp-l+al(p+l~P+a.2 (p+2)J p~l+ ••••• 
F " = p(p-l)JP-2+ a1 (p+l)p.5P- 1+a2 (p+l)(p~2)s P+ ••••• 
Substitution of these into (45) gives 
p(p-1)3 p-1+ alp(p+l)3P+ a2(p+1) (p-t-2)SP+l+··· 
+ P5p-l +al (p+l)3P + a2 (p+2) 3 p+l+ • • • 
-ikp 3 p .k ·( 1) p~l 
-J. al ' p+ J + • • • 
Add and set coefficients of same powers of j equal to zero 
p (p-1) + p = 0 
p2 -p-+ p - 0 
p2 - 0 
Thus the finite solution at the origin is of the form 
Substitute this into (45) and equate the coefficients of _s n 
to zero to obtain the recurrence formula 
[n(n-rl)-+ (n-tliJ an ... l = ~(ikn--tft/2) 
as follows: 
F =LB.nJn 
p' =f. nBu S n-1 
n ( ) n-2 F !iL.n n-1 anS 
n-1 n-1 . s- n 1">: n L n (n-1) an ""S t L:nan3 -J.k L nanS -i ,SLan5 = 0 
Set coefficient of Jn equal to zero: Bu(ikn+ft/2) = 0 
Set coefficient of J n-l equal to z ero: n (n-1) an-. nan = 0 
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To cobtain the recursion formula, let n : n+l in 3 n-lcoeffieie t 
[n ~(n-+-1) + (n-1-l[) Bn.-l = o 
Hence [n(n..-1) ~ (n+lD an ... l=\_(ilm+ft/2). 
From this recursion formula, we obtain 
""' 
an .... l = (ik)n+l TI (s + .B/2ik) :-
, &zo (s+ l)2 
as follows: 
for n = o, 
for n : 1, 
for n = 2, 
al = ik ~/2ik) 
12 ao 
a2 = ik(l+ ,8~2ik) a1 
. 2 
a3 : ik(2+~/2ik)a = 
32 2 
Hence letting a 0 be unity, we o,btain 
"J\1 
a : (ik)n+l 1T (s-1 P/2ik) 
n-t-1 s;o (s+l)2 
F is the hypeDgeometric function F = F1 (-i~;l; ikJ) 
where~= ft/2k : 27T zz 'e2/hv 
F = wl + w2 
and for large r 
w1 :::- ( -ikj )10( ~//'(lt 1 or.) 
w2 ~ ( ik 5)- io< -1 exp ( ik J) G2 / /(- i ~ 
where r~ - 1 _o<.._2_· -~ .L + ..• 
ikJ 
G2 = 1 + ( 1 + i <X ) 2 I i k J + ••• 
• 
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Ta ldn g the e xpansions as f a r as te rms in 1/J, we get 
vv1 ~ exp (-n-«./2) (l-a<2 /ikJ) exp (iO(log k5 )/ J1l+icx.) 
w2 ""!:' -i e xp (71~/2) exp (ikJ) exp (-iaslog kJ) /ks (- i o<) 
I" 
Sin ce 
(a) (-ikJ)i~= (-i)iD~. (kJ)i«. 
exp ( i.Et) = cos~:) +i sinS = -i i f 8 = -"72 
so ( -i )iOI. = [exp ( -'Vi/2 ~ icK.. = exp {'TTot/2) 
1«. r. \1 io'. 
· .. ,also (kJ) = Lexp(log kj)J = exp(i~log 
icx. . 
hence (-ik3) = exp ('77"ocj2) e xp (iO<log kJ). 
(b) Use G2 = lt- ••• since we ha~e J -lG2 · 
[exp (rri/2 iJ - iO\ = exp ('TTtt../2) 
[exp {-ITi/2)] -l : [exp bri U -i = ( -1) -i = -i 
-~~ (k5)-~ = exp(i~log kJ) 
(k 3)-l : 1/KJ 
hence (ik J)-i£X-l: -i exp(7Jc(/2) exp(-il)(log ks)/k • 
The ftmcti ons w1 and w2 multip l ied by exp {ikz) represent the i m-
cid ent and scattered waves respectively. Since we want an in-
ci dent wave of unit amplitude, we t ake for the total wave 
function representing the scattering . 
(46) 1'<r~) = exp(-'mX/2)r(l+iO'-.)exp(ikz),r (-i«:;l;ik~) 
where eX.= 21Tzz 'e2/hv 
3 = r-z - r(l-cos9). 
This wave function has the asymptotic form 
~= I-+S f{6) 
where I = [:--ot /ik (r-z 2] e xp Q- kz + i01-;tog k ( r-z [} 
S = exp(ikr-id\log kr)/r 
50. 
f (e) -- zz 'e2 2 ( · ) [ i ( ) J esc e;2 exp - ot.log l-cos9 --4-lTi + 21 70 
2rav2 
and exp(2i7o) = r(l-+iO(v f1(1-i~) 
The incident wave fronts and the scattered wave fronts ba ve 
the forms 
(41) I = exp [ikz ~ i-<: log k (r-z 0 
S = exp (ikr-ie(log kr)/r 
The scattered intensity is 
1
2 2. 
I(e) = lf(O) = (zz'e~)csc4(e/2) 
2mv 
which is the Rutherford formula. 
51. 
CHAl'TER IV NON RELArl':lVISTIC THEORY OF COLLISIONS 
OF TWO i:' ARriCLES 
If we assume that individual particles of a beam do not 
interact, the behavior of the beam can be described by a 
wave functionJO(x,y,a,t) in 3 dimensional space withPtJ 2 
dxdydz giving the probability that a particle will be found in 
the volume element dxdydz at time t. This wave function does 
not hold for atomic systems where the interaction between 
particle.s is taken into account. A wave function must be 
used which is a fUnction of the coordinates of all the 
particles. 
INTERACTION OF TWO UNLIKE l'Affi'ICLE3 NEGLECTING SPIN ~~~~~--- --- --·--
Let the particles : be an electron and a proton. The resul 
of any experiment can be deduced from a wave function ll' which 
is a function of the coordinates of both particles. If 
~ 
FP ~ (~,yp,zp) andre : (xe,ye,ze) are the proton and electron 
._:,. __,.. 
coordinates, then the wave function is of the form 51J(re,rp;t). 
If dte and dtp are two elements of volume situated at the 
points re and rp, then 11b(rp,"re;t) 2 dtp,dte is the probability 
that the p roton is in the volume element dtp and that the 
electron is in the volume element dte both at the instant of 
time t. The wave 
(l) -ih a= 
2'11'"" u-t 
function ~satisfies Schrodinger 1 s equation. 
2 2 2 2 __::. ---'>. L V (/; h 'V 1£ -V(rp,re) y 
srr2Illp P su2m9 e 
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where Illp,me are the protoo and electron masses. 
V(rp,re) is the potential energy of tre pair of par-
. ....... ticles when the proton 1s at rp an d the elec-
~ 
t ron is at r e • 
As an exarnple, coo sider the motion of a hydrogen a tom in 
field-free space. The potential energy function is 
v(rp,re) = -ef/rp-re\. The problem is separable. We can dis 
cuss separately the motion of the center of gravity and of 
the line joining the particles. 
Let 
__._ _,. ~ 
r = rp-re 
--so that R is the posi ti on .-.of the center of gravity of the two 
......... particles and r denotes the leng th and direction of the line 
joining them. The operator (h2 /8Tf2mp )'V ~ + (h2 /81r2me )\] e 2 
transforms i n to (h2 /81T2M)V; (h2 /81r2m*~\vhere M • mp me 
and m* : mp m/(m_p me). 
The wave equation (1) then becomes t he separable equation 
( 2) -~Tf ~ : h2 ~ 2 Ill h 2 2 ,/, 2 ~ " ~ 811"2 M Y ~ r + 2 ~ 'V r r + ~ lfl 811" m~ 
which has a solution of the form 
~ -:.... -(3)¥ = f 0 (r,t) g 0 (R,t). 
Substitute (3) into (2) and add and subtr.act Afogo where A is 
a constant. 
•h olgO_ ~f.o. -~ (f o ~+ go at) :: 
-21T 
2 I 
+ ~fogo+Afogo-Afogo• 
r 
~·see Sommerfeld ''Wave Mechanics" pag e 27 
53. 
Setting t he coefficients of f 0 (and g 0 ) equal, we obtain 
_ih •fo _ h2 2 f 2 
2-'rr ~ - 81T2m* V r o + e r f o + M o 
The substitution of 
f 0 = f exp(2TiAt/h) 
g0 = g exp(-ZWiAt/h) 
gives 
(4) _ih dt 
= tt ~2f 21T crt sv2m* 
(5) 
_ih ~ 
- Lv 2g 2"Tr a - 81T2M 
e2 f 
r 
so that we take¥= fg where f and g satisfy (4) and (5) • 
.. ~-(4) is the wave equation for a particle of mass m and 
charge e moving in the field of a fixed nucleus. To describe 
a hydrogen atom in its normal state, f must be the first 
characteristic solution of this equation. (5) is the wave 
equation for a free particle of mass M and the solution g de-
scribes the behavior of the center of gravity of the atom. 
The particular solution required depends on the experiment. 
* See Sormnerfeld "Wave :Mechanics u page 27 
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THEORY OF STATIONARY STATES OF SYSTEMS HAVING TWO SIIfJIAR 
PARTICLES (NEGLECTING SPIN) 
A particle with no s pin has three degrees of freedom, 
its sta te being completely determined when its position in 
space is given . This does not hold for an electron since its 
magnetic moment can poin t in any direction. We calculate the 
possible energy values for a molecule containing two like 
pa r ticles as follows, using helium as an exa~ple: 
- -.::.. Assign a coordinate to each par ticle R1 ,£2 for the two nuclei 
-a.. -:a. -- ---.. 
and r1 ~r2 ~r3 ,r4 f or the eLectrons. The Schrodinger equation 
is of the form 
(6) (H-E)"}V: 0 
where~ is a function of the coordinate s of the six partic l es 
and H is the usua l operator. Bounded solutions can only be 
found for a certain series of values of E, the , eigenvalues 
denoted by E0 ,~,E2,••••• We ey,pect these to be t h e p ossible 
values of energy of the molecule. Actually only half the 
predicted number occur in nature, i.e. in the band spectrun1 
of the molecule. Aside from accidental degeneracies (gen-
erally removabl e by electric and magn etic fields) there 
corresponds t o each discrete eigenvalue Eh of the energy, a 
unique wave function 
¥.n CR1,~; ri,r2,-r3;r4) 
which is a solution of (6). These solutions all have the 
property that they are either symmetrical or antisymmetrical 
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- ~ in the coordinates Ei,B2, that is 
~~~ ..... --:..-:a. _..__._, ~.....:.. ~-:... 
either ltn (R1 , ~ ;r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r 4 ) = Jtn (!Hz ,R1 ;r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4 ) symmet-
rical 
or 
..,L ~ ...:. -...::.- -..::. -::.. _.. 
-rn ('Rz, ~; r 1 ,r2 ,r3 , r 4 ) anti-
symmetrical. 
This property is not an assumption about the wave functions; 
it is a deduction fran the differential equation wbi ch the 
wave functions satisfy. The proof depends on the assumption 
that the mass and charge of the two particles are exactly the 
same, so that the operator His symmetrical in the coordinate ' 
of the two particles.* It can further be deduced from the 
wave equation, that if the molecule is in a state described 
by a symmetrical wave function, then no possible disturbance 
can bring the molecule into a state described by an anti-
symmetrical wave function. The converse is also true. This 
is true not only of the stationary states; if a system con-
taining the two nuclei is in any state described by a 
symmetric wave function, then t~e wave function will remain 
symmetrical under any perturbation whatever and similarly 
** for an antisymmetric wave function. The proof depends 
essentially on the assumption that given any field and two 
points P1P', the potential energy with the particles 
•See appendix B. 
**See Dirac 11Q,uantum Mechanics" ed 1 page 200. 
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at rest at P and P' does not depend on which particle is at 
P and vhi ch at P 1 • If the particles were very slightly 
different in mass or in charge, then this would not be the 
case and in gene1•al, a pe rturba ti on would give a finite, 
though small, probability for a transition from a symmetrical 
to an antisymmetrical state. 
THEORY OF STATIONARY STATES OF SYST&~S HAVING TWO QIMILAR 
PARTICLES WITH SPIN. 
Part~cle s with spin include the electron, proton, and 
most nuclei. These particles have a fourth coordinate s; 
the energy of the p article if passed into a magnetic field 
H = H is proportional to sH • For electrons, and protons, 
z z 
s can be only ~1; for other nuclei, certain other values are 
allowed. In hyperfine structure theory, a nucleus is assigpe 
an angular momentum ~~ with i =. o,! ,1,;! ;; ~ and a magnetic 
moment i g(i)eh/4nmc where g(i) is a no. of the order of .001 
The extra energy due to the interaction with the magnetic 
field H due to the electron shell is mijH g(i)eh/4~c where 
* m'"' is t..'I'J.e canponent of i along H. A particle with spin 
is specified by the coordinates fr,s). Let e denote ("r,s). 
In calculating the energy levels of a system containing two 
particles with spin such as the helium a tom wbi ch has two 
electrons, we do not know the Hamiltcnian exactly since the 
-~see Pauling and Goudsmi t "Structure of Line Spectra" 
page 202. 
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corrections introduced by the spin is of the s arne order of 
magnitude as the relativity corrections. The assumption 
that this Hamiltonian exists leads to important qualitative 
results in agreement w.ith experiment about the number and 
order of magnitude of the energy levels and the possibility 
of transitions between levels. Let H be the Hamiltonian of 
a system containing two similar particles with spin, say a 
He atom. Solution of the wave equation (H - E))/= 0 yields 
the energy levels. Bounded solutions exist for a series of 
energy levels Eh and corresponding wave functions Yn (e1 ,e2 ). 
The operator H must be symmetrical in the coordinates of the 
two particles, so the wave functions corresponding to every 
non-degenerate stationary state will be either symmetrical 
or antisymmetr.lcal; that is, ¥n(e1 ,&2 ) : :t]tn<e2 ,81 ). 
Transitions between states of opposite symmetry cannot occur 
under any perturbation. Either the energy levels with anti-
symmetrical wave functions oocur (electrons, protons) or 
the levels with symmetrical wave functions occur (alpha par-
ticle, carbon or nitrogen nuclei). The possibility af de-
termining whether a given energy level obse r ved experimental y 
has a symmetric o~ antisymmetric wave function depends on 
the fact that the spin forces are small. We expect the 
wave function describing any noo-degener!:t e state to be 
approximately of the form -y<"rir2 ) )c(s1 ,s2 ) where -y to a 
very good approximation is a solution of Schrodinger's 
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equation for point electrons and theJ~(s) is a wave function 
describing our knowledge of an atom whose magnetic moment 
-has been oriented in the direction 1 by a Stern-Gerlach 
* experiment. The energy levels of the atom are calculated 
as follows. First solve Schrodinger's equation for point 
electrons. The solutions are symmetric ar antim~ametric in 
- _... r 1 ,r2 • Both sets of energy levels are found to occur, but 
the levels with antisymmetric wave functions are found on 
close resolution to be multiplets which is due to the spin. 
-y.. has four stationary states, three symmetric and one 
antisymmetric. To the zero order approximation, these are 
and ~ ( s1 ) ):fi( s2 ) ~ ">S_ ( s 2 ) )L11( sl). 
Thus coreesponding to every solution of Schrodinger' s 
equation there are four theoretically possibly energy levels. 
,, 
Ob~erved parahelium levels are singlets and orthohelium 
levels are triplets which signifies that only w~ve functions 
occur here Which are antisymmetrical in (e1 ,e2 ). Particles 
for which only an tisymmetrical wave functions exist are said 
to satisfy Fermi-Dirac statistics; those for which only 
symmetrical wave functions exist satisfy Einstein-Bose 
statistics. Particles obeying Ferrni-Dirac statistics also 
obey the exclusion principle, for if two such particles are i 
*See Appendix C 
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states described by wave functions ~a' and~' then the wave 
functions describing the pair of particles is ~a (el) ;:-b (e2 ) -
,Ya(e2 ) ro<e1 ). But if the two states are the same, this wave 
function vanishes and so the two particles can't be in tbe 
same state. 
COLLI SION 0F fJ."'WO IDEl\T 'l'ICAL PARTICLES WI'i'HOUT ~PIN 
Consider~ particles fired with velocity vat a screen 
AB and also at a screen CD with velocity -v as shown 
A c 
8 p 
-v 
Apertures in the screens are opened and shut again. Wave 
packets will pass through to which we assign the wave function 
u(r1 t) and v(r,t) both normalized to unity so that 
f I u Cr, t >I 2 dz = f l v < i\ t >l 2 d t = 1. 
We want to calculate the wave function at a time t after colli 
sion. Agreement with experiment is obtained cnly if the 
initial wave function is taken symmetrical in the coordinates 
of the two o( particles. The one way to combine the wave 
packets u and v to form a symmetrical function is to take 
for the initial wave function 
(7) J?(r1;r2 i = k[ uCr1 )v(r2)+ utr2 ) vCr1 fl 
where k is a constant. 
Since the wave packets do not overlap initially, then for any 
- -value of r 1 for which u(r1 ) is finite, v(rl) vanishes so . 
at time t - o, u(r1 ) v(r1 ) = o and hence 
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(8) /"f(r1 ;r2 )1 2 : k2 / u(r]_) v(r2 )f 2+ k2 1 uCr2 ) vCI\J 12 • 
Also u vanishes except in the neighborhood of slit AB and 
v vanishes except in the neighborhood of slit CD. Thus 1~12 
vanishes unless rl is near AB and r2 near CD or vic~ versa. 
'1'-l 2dt1dt2 can~ t:; be interpreted as the probability that the 
particle observed at AB is in the volume element (r1 ,dt) etc. 
because this probability is zero if r 1 is near CD. We must 
interpret 1¥1 2dtldt2 as the probability that either onf of the 
two ~ particles is in the volume element dt1 and the other in 
the volume element dt2 • (8) gives this probability correctly 
if k is set equal to 1. Note that this gives /{r~f 2dt1dt2 = 2 
so that wave functions f~ two identical particles must be 
normalized to 2. Under this interpretation 1¥1 2 must be 
symmetrical, i.e., we must have 
Pffrif2 >1 2 = l"¥<r2 ,rl )1 2 
, . 
There are two possible wave functions which at t = 0 have this 
property, namely u(rl) v\r2) + u(r2)v("rl) 
We could use the antisymmetric wave function u(r1 )v(r2 ) ~t t = J 
and interpret l~f 2dtldt2 is the probability that a particular 
-one of the two particles is at r 1 • However tbi s leads to a 
finite probability for the formation of a molecule in anti-
symmetric stationary waves which are not observed. The use 
of the symmetrical wave function will give different scattering 
probabilities from those obtained- using unsymmetrical wave 
functions. If vv e use the latter, the initial wave function 
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- ...,. is u(r1 )v{r2 ); after time t, let the wave function be 
"'Y' \r1r 2 t). We must make the interpretation that 
llf (r1 ;r2 ,t)l 2 dt1dt2 is the probability that tbe particle 
that was originally at AB is at {r1 ,dt1 ) and the other at 
(r2 ,dt2 ) while Pf<;2,r1 ,t)l
2 dt1dt2 is the probability that 
the particle whi_ch was origina.Lly at AB is in the volume 
-(r2 ,dt2 ). Thus the probability that one particle ·is at 
CI~i,dt1 > anct the other at cr2 ,ctt2 J is 
(9) ["¥Cr1 ,r2 JI 2 +JY<r2 ;r1 JJ 2] dt1ctt2 
If we use the symmetrical wave function, the initia.L wave 
function is u("rljv(r2 ) T-U(r2)v(rl) 
and the wave function after time t is 
(lo) -y.-(~1 ;r2 ,t) +Y<r2 ,-r1 ,t) 
and the probability that a particle is at cr1 ,dt1 ) and the 
l 
other at (r2~t2 ) is 
(ll) I'Y<r1 ,-r2 ,tl+J(r2 ,r1 ,t)) 2 dt1dt2 
or Ill ...... _,. I 2 J ~ - \ 2 ~ ~ .,. ~ - ~ ~ . (12) l!'J6(r1 ,r2 ) + y<r2 ,r1 ) +¥(rl,r2 )Jt'(r2 ,r1 Jt.y\r2 ,r1 ) 
· -,x Cr1,r2 >] dt1dt2 
The use of the symmetric wave function (10) forbids us to 
assign a probability to the event of a particular q particle 
being found in the volume dt1 --say that~ particle orig-
ina.Lly at AB, If an 0( partic.Le is observed at a given point, 
it is in general impossible, by any conceivable experiment, to 
find out whether it is the ~ partic.Le which was originally at 
AB or the other. The wave function furnishes no more in-
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formation than can .:be experimentally obtained. It is on.Ly 
possible in principle to know which ~ particle is observed, 
if the path of the wave packet describing one at partic.Le does 
not overlav at any point with the path of the wave packet de-
scribing the other ~ particie. It is in principle possible 
to devise such an experiment with slow~ particles. 
CALCULATION OF THE SCATTERIN~ FOR TWO COL~IDING ~ARTICLE~ 
Consider two beams o.:t.' infinite width muVing with equal 
v . 
and opposite velocities 2' para.L lel to the z-a..xis. We want tne 
number of scattered particles traveling in the direction OP 
making an angle e \rlth BA. The particle may have been de-
flected through 9 from BO or through1T-0 f'rom AO. 
o n 
--------------- ---...,_ 8-.... -----------------
.. ' .... ~ 
........... , . 
Let the coordinates Gr1,r2 ) describe the two particles and 
~ ~ _.... --· ._a l. ~ ........ 
then transform to r : r 1-r2 and .R : 2 (rl~r2 ). As before a 
wave function can be obt ·~ined of the form )t G\,r2 ):~(Rr¥(r). 
Since the center of gravity is at rest here,~ is a constant. 
Jl satisfies the equation 
(13) 'V 2y-+ s-rr2m* fim* v2 - V(r )1-v: 0 
h2 L: ~ 
where m* = m;2 and V(r) is the mutual potential energy of the 
particles. By the previously used methods, we obtain a 
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solution ~(r) having the form for large r 
-y ~ exp (ikz) -f exp (ikr) f (e )/r. 
where exp (ikz) represents the incident wave in r space and 
exp(ikr)j2 represents the scattered wave. If the particles 
were distinguishable, we could use this wave function to de-
scribe the scattering. ( f (e)\ 2 would be proportional to the 
probability that the line joining the particles is deflected 
through an angle e. The number of particles scattered along 
OP would be proportional to Jr(e)/ 2 ... lr('TI"-o)l 2 • However, we 
. ~ ~ ~.....a.. 
must use the symmetric wave function¥(r1 ,r2)r1t(r2 ,r1 ). 
~ _. --.. . ~ 
By interchanging r 1cand r 2 , r l.s changed to -r1 so that r is 
unaltel~ed and e becomes 11-0. The symmetric wave function is 
now 
(14) exp(ikz);. exp(-ikz) t-exp(ikr)[r(8)+ f{rr-ei)/r. 
The' ·incident wave is exp (ikz) + exp (-ikz) = 2 cos kz = 2 cos k 
2 . 
The average value of 1"¥- J for the incident wave is thus two 
and since the wave functions for two identical particles are 
normalized to two, the w~ve represents one particle per unit 
area in each beam. By (14), the probability that a scattered 
particle is found in dt1 and the particle with which it collidE~ 
in dt2 is (1/r) J f(9)r f('TT-e)f
2 dt1 dt2 where r is the distancE 
between dt1 and dt2 and Q is the angle made by the line join-
ing dt1 and dt2 and the z-axis. The effective cross-section 
for a collision in which either particle is deflected into 
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the solid an gle dw is 
(15) lf'(e) +f'(1T-o)J 2 dw 
The probability of' scattering when one of' the particles is in-
itially at rest is obtained as follows. In a given collision, 
the paths of' the scattered particle and the scattering par-
ticles are at right angles. If' an~ particle moving with 
velocity v strikes a stationary « particle , the effective 
cross-section I(6)dw for a collision in which a particle is 
scattered through an angle e into a solid angle dw is from (15 
(16) I(6)dw: lf'(28) +f'(1r-28)f 2 4 cos e dw. 
This is t he probability that a particle is observed moving 
in a direction making an angle e with the direction of' motion 
of' the incident beam. The particle may be either the scat-
tered or scattering ~ particle. If' a collision is observed, 
it is i mpossible to tell after t he collision which is the 
incident particle, and Which the sca ttering particle and 
according to quantum mechanics, the quesion has no meaning. 
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INTERACTI ON BETWEEN l'Affl 'ICLES WJIERE I NTERACTION I S DESCRIBED 
BY A COULOMB FIELD 
If the i nt eraction between the particles is given by a 
2 . * Coulomb field V(r) = (Ze) /r, then 
f (e) : J! 2e2 csc2 (9/2) expri«log (1-cose )-t. 2i70J 2m~·v2 L 
where m* : m/2 and « : 2'TT (ze )2 /hv and /o j 10 (e). 
From (16) we get 2 
(17) I (e) : (z2e2 ) (esc 4e..,sec 4et-2! csc2e sec2e) 4 cose 
mv2 
Where ~ : COS(~ log tan 2e~. 
The corresponding classical formula canes from (17) by setting 
** ~ equal to zero. Formula (17) predicts that at 45° twice 
as many particles are scattered as predicted cl assically. 
The number of particles scattered at a given angle according 
to (17) does not tend to the number to be expected according 
to the classical theory, as v approaches zero. However the 
scattering between any t wo angles does tend to the classical 
value due to the rapid oscillation between+ l and -1 of ~ 
for varying e, when v is smaLl and hence ~ is large. 
*see (13) and section on Coulomb field scattering in 
Chapter III. 
*~!-See Rutherford, Chadwick, Ellis "Radiations from Radioactive 
Substanceslt page 262. 
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COLLISION BETWEEN TWO SIMILAR PARriCLES WITH SPIN 
Consider the collision between two particles, as electron 
and protons, which have spin (i.e. half a quantum of angular 
momentum) and obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics. 
Consider ~he experiment shown where the shaded areas represent 
the paths of the wave packets describing the particles. 
If the par ticles have spin, the wave function describing a 
particle must be a function of the spin coordinates. Let the 
___..., 
particle passed through slit AB have spin in the direction I 
so the wave function describing the particle is u(r)X.t. (s). 
Similarly, let the wave function describing the other particle 
be v(r) "X."(s). Since we must use an antisymmetric wave fun-
ction to describe the collision, the wave function before 
collision is 
u(l) ~.t{l) v{2)"\,(2)-u(2)A._t{2) v(lft"'(l) 
where 1 represents r 1 or s1 and 2 represents r 2 or s2 • 
Neglecting the infinitesimal probability that the spins change 
their direction, then the wave function after collision is 
·(18)Jl-{r1 ,s1 ;r2 ,s2 ) = 1...t {l)"X."{2)""}L {1,2)- :l:..e(2Jl..""(l) ~ {2,1). 
Thus the probability that one particle is in cr1 ,dtl) and the 
~ 
other in (r2 ,dt2 ) is, at time t, 
(19) lL }"¥<rJ.,sl;r2,s2)J 2 
.. s, s 4 . 
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If e1p are the polar angles of direction ]""and e1¢r those of n 
* then ;t:.((s) = -sin(6l2) ')(.~(~?l+ cos((el2)~(s) exp(i.,) ,., 
soL{"X.1 <s)f = 1 s .... 
and.ZX (s))l. (s) = sin(el2)sin(8'l2)+ cos(el2)cos(EPI2)exp(i¢-
s ~ 11 
i,0 r ) 
Thus (19) becomes 
I )l ( 1 , 2 ) I 2 + I ¥ ( 2 , 1 )/ 2 .. ~ 2 , .t"y * ( 1 , 2 )1-Jt ( 1 , 2 )Y,-ll- ( 2 , 1 IJ [sin 2 ( e I 2 i 
sin 2 ( e '1 2 J +cos 2 ( e 12 ) cos 2 ( e ' I 2 )-+ 2 cos ( e 12 ) cos ( ~ 'I 2 ) sin ( e I 2 ) 
sin(8'/2)cos(~-~'U 
which reduces to 
(2o) )y (1,2 >\ ~I]L- (2 ,1 Jl 2 - <112 )ft'<1,2 )]i'.~- (2, lH Jt'(2, 1 )Jt-~­
< l , 2 U [cos @+1] 
t:""A -_,. 
where \l:J) is defined by cos (jj) = 1 .n 
so (2u) may b e w:ritten 
A I Y< l' 2 )+¥ ( 2 , l ) I 2 + B J )t ( 1 '2 ) - ¥ ( 2, l j , 2 
where A = (114) (1-cos @) 
and B = (114) (3 -rcos (jj)) 
Hence to obtain ,, the probability of a g iven collision, calculatE 
the probability using wave function symmetry in the space co-
ordinate s of the particles: and the probability using wave 
functions that ar e anti s ymmetrical. I f the former probabilit~ 
is P s an d t h e latter P11 , then the actual probability is 
(21) (1/4)(1-cos@) Ps+ (l/4){3+cos@) )E,q 
where GU is the angle between the spins of the t wo colliding 
particles. · 
-ll- See Darwin, f'roc. Roy. Soc. A 118 (1928) page 654. 
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If ®is unknown, i.e. if the two colliding beams are un-
polarized, then (21) must be averaged for all(R). The averag e 
value of cos a being zero, the probability i's 
{22) (1/4) (:t's-t3PA) 
As an example, let a beam of electrons of density such that 
one crosses unit area per unit time, collide w.ith a single 
stationary free electron. We want the probability, per unit 
time, that a collision takes place in which one of the par-
ticles, after the collision moves into the solid angle dw 
inclined at an angle e to the direction of motion of the i n -
cident beam. 
From equation (17), we obtain 
{23)[:t's 
p 
A 
where 
= (e4/m2v4) (csc4e + sec49 + 2!csc2esec2e) 
: (e4/m2v4 )(csc4e+sec4e- 2icsc29sec2~) 
cp : cos [<21re2/hv) log tan2eJ 
4 cos:e 
4 cos9 
The actual probability is given by (21) according to whether 
or not the spin directions are known. If the spins are in 
the same direction, only the antisymmetric solution must be 
used. A consequence of this is th a t no electrons will be 
0 
scattered through an angle of 45 • If the spins are anti-
p.arallel, so that cti> = 180°, then the number scattered is 
t<Ps+PA) which is the expected number by the classical theory 
also. In practice, it is only possible to observe the scat-
tering of a beam of electrons by stationary electrons if the 
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'stationary' electrons are bound in atoms. Then the incident 
beam must have energy so great that the binding forces and 
motion of the atomic electrons may be neglected. If this is 
so, then (21Te 2/hvK< l and so <} in Equation (23) may be re-
placed by unity, e xcept at small angles where the deviations 
from classical formulae are small anyway. 
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CHAPTER V GENERAL THEORY OF ATOMIC COLLISIONS 
Heretofore the discussion has been on the scattering of 
a stream of particles by a center of force. However most 
collision phenomena invoLve some reaction of the scattered 
particle on the scatterer. ~he theory of this chapter is 
applicable to direct collisions such as 
(1) The excitation of atoms and molecules by electron impact 
(2) The excitation of vibration and rotation of mol ecules 
by the impact of other mo l ecules. 
(3) The transfer of excitation between two atoms or molecule 
on collision. 
(4) The excitation of atomic nuc l ei by bombarding nuclei. 
In all four there is a direct energy interchange between the 
relative translational motion and the internal motion of the 
col liding systems. There is no transfer of particles between 
the colliding systems on i mpact. Collisions kno~m as re-
arran gement collisions in Which a transfer of particles does 
occur include: 
( 1 ) Capture of eLectrons fran at oms by positively charged 
particles. 
(2) Emission of protons from atomic nuclei and capture of 
exciting particle. 
(3) Collisions of two moLecules, resultin g in a redistri-
bution of electrons and nuclei. 
(4) Collisions of electrons with atoms in which exchange of 
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particles takes place between the incident and scatter-
ing atom, the former being captured and an atomic elec-
tron bein g ejected. 
The particular case of the collision of two similar particles 
has been treated in the previous chapter. Approximate methods 
of s elution are genera:Lly used due to the canplexity of the 
problem. For collisions in which the relative velocity of 
the collid ing systems is large compared with the velocities 
of their internal motion, Born's approximation is quite good. 
Generally, special methods must be devised for particular 
problems. 
COLLISIUNS OF ELECTRONS Vv'ITH HYDROGEN ATOMS USI NG BORN 1 S 
. APPROXI MATION 
Let an electron beam fall on a hydrogen atom in the 
normal state. The electron mass is amall compared with the 
proton mass so the mo tion of the proton can be neglected. 
The beam intensity is such that one electron crosses unit 
area per unit time. We require the number of electrons 
scattered per unit time through an angle B into a solid 
angle dw after having excited the atom into its nth state. 
This number, In(e)dw, has the dimensions of an area and is 
called the differential cross-section for scattering into 
the solid angle dw. The total cross section ~ corresponding 
to the excitation is obtained by integrating over all angles, 
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so that 
;t'it -rr 
(1) ~ : j J In (9) sin S df:Jd~. 
0 0 
The wave equation for the system of incident electrons and 
atoms is 
(2) [{h2 /8'12m) (V 1
2 
+ '\7 2 
2 ) + E-1e2 /r1 +e2 /r2-e2 /r12]"¥ : 0 
where the suffix 1 (2) denotes the incident (atomic) eLectron. 
1be energy E is the sum of the energy E0 of the atomic e l ec-
tron in its ground state an d of the kin etic energy mv2/2 of 
the incident electron. Expand t h e functionJZ-(r1r2 ) in the forr , 
(3) ~ (r1r2 ) = <? ~ f> lt,. Cr2 ) Fn (r1 ) 
where the functions JOn tr) are the proper functions for the 
hydrog en atom, sat isfying 
(4) ~h2/STT2mJV ~En+ e 2/r]Jt-n = 0 
and the integral sign denotes integration over the functions 
of the continuous spectrum. 
Substitute (3) i n to (2} 
[<h2/8112mHv12+V22)t E +(~-~)..., e2/r2] (l_ .... [rlfn(-;2)Fn(rl) = 
(e2 /r12-e2 /r 1 rtz, Cr 1r 2 ) 
Using the fact from (4) that [<h2/sn 2m)V2
2
+ En+e2/r2]$'n (r2 ) : 0 
we get 
( 5) lJ. +-[)fn (r )2 [<h2 /811"2m)Q"2+ E-EJ F n (; J.) = ( e2/r J.2-e2 /rl) 
~<r-1,-r-2> 
where the subscript 1 has been dropped. Multiply (5) by 
~n*(r2 ) and integrate over the coordinate space of the atomic 
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electron to get 
( 6) [{h2 ;sn2m)~+ E-FJ Fn (rl) =f<e2 /rl2-e2 /rl JlJCrl;r2) "¥-n ~- (;2) 
dt2 
For large r1, the right side of (6) vanishes and Fn satisfies 
the wave equation 
(7)~2+g~2m(E-En)/h2] Fn = 0 
which is the wa ve equation for a free particle of energy E-Bo. 
The associated wave length is 2Tr/kn where 
( 8) ku 2 = 81J"2 m ( E- E.n) /h 2 • 
'l'his wave length is rea.L if E./En, i.e., if the incident 
electron has enough energy to e x cite the nth .· state of' the atom 
Since the conditi ons of the problem r equi re the electron to 
-~ be incident on an atom in its normal. state, then F 0 (r1 ) must 
represent the sum of an incident and scattered wave. R0 must 
then have the asymptotic form 
(9) F ~ exp(ik0 z)+ exp(ik0 r) f0 (9,~)/r 0 
The functions Fn must represent scattered waves only and have 
the asymptotic form 
(10) Fn ~ exp(iknr) f0 (~¢)/r 
and )f0 e,0)1 2/r2 is the number of electron s per unit volume at 
distance r from the atom, which have excit ed the sta te n. Of 
these, the number crossing unit a r ea per unit time is pro-
portional to knlfnl 2/r2 whereas in the incident beam the 
number crossing unit area per unit time is proportional to k 0 • 
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Hence we have 
(ll) In(~) dw = (kn/k0 J/ fn(e,,0'JJ 2 dw 
The calculation of the asymptotic "form of the functions Fn (r1 ) 
can rt -be carried ou t exactly but an appro:ximate formula .. has 
-'f.. 
been obtained for high velocities." The perturbation of the 
incident by its interaction with the atom ~dll be small. As 
a zero order approximation for~ use 
..... ~ Exp ik0 n 0 .r1 is the plane wave representing the motion of the 
incident electron in the direction of the unit vector no when 
there is no interaction with the atom. Substitute (12) into 
( 6), 
(13) (V 2+ ko 2 ) Fn (r1 ) = (81T2m/h2 ) f< e 2 /r12-e2 /r1) expik0 n0 .r1 
¥ o rr2 )SJn ~- (r2) dt2 
** A solution of (13) with the correct asymptotic form (10) is 
(14) Fn(r) = (2rrm/h2 )({exp(ikn\r-r1 J )exp(ik0n0 .r1 )(e2/r1 -
rr-rll 
2 . ~ * .~ 
e /rl2 >¥o (r 2 )Yn (r2 )dt:J_d ~ 
The asymptotic form of (14) is 
( 15) Fn (-;) :::- (27fm exp ( iknr) /h2 r) {{ exp ~ (k 0n0 -k11n) .rl 
(e2/r l-e2 /rl2rfo rr2 )Jtn-~~cr2 )dtl dt2 
where n is a unit vector in the direction of r. 
-:~see Born Zeits.f.Physik 37 (1926) 863&38 (1926) 803 
-:H}Mott & Massey Atomic Collisions Chap. -VI Section 4 
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Hence from (11) 
(16) In(&) = !fn 
ko 
41T2m2 ' {( r:. ( -- - _..I 2 2 · h4 )) expll k 0 n 0 -knn).r1j (e /r1-e /r12 ) 
Yo Cr2 ?-* Cr2 )dt1 dt2/ 2 
This method of approximation is c arried on by putting (14) 
for Fn into the function~ on the right side of {6) and in-
tegrating again, etc. 
TWO-BODY COLLISIONS IN GENER.A..L 
The results of the previous section may be generalized 
to apply to the collision between any t wo particles. The 
motion of t he system is described in terms of that of the 
center of mass of the complete system, the re l ative motion of 
the centers of mass of the two bodies an d the motion of the 
individual particles of each body relative to the center of 
mass of each. Of these, the motion of the center of mass of 
the complete system is irrelevant and may be separa ted out. 
The resulting equation may be compared with 
(2) Vh2/Snrn·2 ) (Y'l2+v22 )+E + e2/rl.,_e2;r2-e2/r12J~= 0 
which is made up of the following three parts. 
(A) (h2 v12;s~2m mv2/2) F = 0 
which represents the unperturbed motion of the incident 
particle. 
(B) (h2v22/S'71'2m + E0 +e2/r2t,Y-= 0 
which r"!?presents the intel"'nal motion of the atomic electron 
(C) minus the interaction energy e2/r1 - e2;r12 • 
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In t h e g eneral c a se, t h ese te rms must be replaced b y others. 
For the relative motion, we have 
(17) (h2 /s -rr 2mv2 + Mv2 /2) F (r) = o 
where -r denotes the relative coordinates and M is the reduced 
mass of the system i.e • .M = M1~ /0vi1Ivi2 J. For the i n te r nal 
motion we have 
u(ra) = 0 
v(Io) = 0 
where Ha and Hb are the Hamiltonians of the unperturbed atoms. 
Corresponding to these equations, there will be sets of proper 
values and p roper functions 
For con~enience of notation, do not distinguish the two sets 
of functions, but denote each pair of states of the two 
systems by a single suffix n. The wave function Yn lra,rb) of 
the two systems wi 11 then be the product of two functions, 
~G8), vm(~), and corresponding energ y value En will be 
Ea. n + Eb m. y n will satisfy 
(19) [Ha.tra)+ ~ frb) - Ea - Bb] Jt = o 
There is also a.n interaction term v('I.,ra,i1)· The complete 
wave equation is 
(20 >[h2 ;s~m) Vr 2 -Ha Cra)-Hb lrb )+Mv2 /2+E0 - v(r,ra,rbTI ~ = o 
and by the method of the previous section, the differential 
cross section in relative coordinates for the transition .from 
state n to state m of the combi ned system is, within the rang e 
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where kn = 2~Mv/h and 
(22) kzn2 : (8Tr 2M/h2 ) (Mv2 /2+En-:Ek) 
and vis the initial relative velocity of the colliding system 
To obtain the differential cross section in the coordinate 
system in which one of the bodies is at rest initially, the 
classical laws of conservation af momentum and energy mUB t 
be applied. This will be done in a later section. 
APPROXIMATE METHODS FOR SLOW Cu.LLISIONS 
Born's appro:ximaticn is valid only if the energy of 
relative motion in the collision is much greater than the 
energy of the internal motions involved. Two methods are de-
scribed now vttich may be applied if this condition does not 
hold. 
~ The Method of Distorted Waves 
Generalization of ( 6) shows that the Fn (r) satisfy the series 
of equations 
( 23} (V2+ ~ 2 ) Fn cr}. ( sv2M/h2 ) ff v Cr ,ra, r1;JY -r:; d ta d tb 
where n = 0,1,2, ••• 
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(V
2
+kn 
2 )Fn (r) = (8~lvf/h2 >_k fjr>JJ ~~vy.mdta d~, 
{V2+~ 2 )Fn {r) - {srrr2M/h2 )?.. F_JrJ[flfm.z~ vyn dta dtb 
(25) <v2+~2 )Fn("r) = (s1T21Y1/h2 )L F v 
...... m mn 
where Vmn = ffY1n * Vjtn dta dtb 
Born's approximation came by letting F0 • exp(ik0n0 .rJ and 
Fm = 0 where m F 0 on the right side of (25). Now make the 
less drastic ass~ption that the non diagonal elements of the 
matrix Vmn are so sma.Ll that al.L product::> on the righ·G of (25) 
can be neglected except Vnn Fn and V0 n F0 which involves the 
incident wave. Thus (25) gives ~he ::>eries of equations 
(26.1) [?2+k0 2 - (81r21v.i/h2 i]vo0 F0 Cr} = o if n = o 
(26.2) ~2+kn2 - (s~2l~h2 )]Vnn Fn(r) :(s~2M/h2 )V0n(r)F0 (r) 
if n ~ 0 (26.1) is the same as (2) of Chapter III for which 
a so l ution was found (Equation (14) of Chapter III) satisfying 
the boundary c.onditions (9), i.e., having the asymptotic form 
(27) exp(ik0 z)+f(8) exp(ik0r)/r. 
Denote this solution by F0 (r). Substitution of tbi s for 
F0 (r) in (26.2) gives an inhomogeneo v.s equation for Fn(r) 
of' the f' orm 
(28)~2+kn2 - (8~NVh2 ) Vnn<r) Fn = Sn(r,e,~)* 
Let ~n(r,9) be the ~elution of the homogeneous equation 
(29) ~2+~2 - (8-rr2Wh2 ) Vnn(r)]: 0 
* For soiutions of such differential equations, see 
Chapter VI Mott and Massey 
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having the asymptotic form 
Jn(rle)-::- exp(iknz)+-exp(i~r)(some fur~ction of G)/r 
The asymptotic form of the required solution of (26.2) is 
(30) Fn (r J z- (-2m~ exp (iknr )/rh?- )[von \r' )F 0 (r !e' >Jn 
(r!1f- ®)dt' 
where 
(31) cos@: cos e cos 9 1 +-sin e sin er cos<;-~') 
e being the angle of scattering. 
Comparison with (10) and (11) shows that the differential eros~: 
section corresponding to excitation of the nth state is g iven 
in relative coordinates by 
(32) In (e) = .(kn/k0 ) (4w2M2/h4 )) fff V(r,ra,rb) Yo J?n *p 0 
(r ~e' JJn ( r!1T"-@)dtadtbdtJ 2 
If' F 0 and Jn are taken as plane waves, this reduces to Born's 
expression (21). This method takes into account, the dis-
tortion of the incident and outgoing waves by the scattering 
field. F0 (r,e) represents the motion of the electron in the 
field V00 (r) of the initial state and..J-n (r!Tr -®) that in 
the field Vnn(r) of the excited state. The validity of this 
method depends on the smallness of the non-diagonal matrix 
elements of the interaction energy. In considering the exci t !i- : ·- . 
ation of the nth stationary state by the impact, this method 
includes only the interaction of two waves, the incident and 
elastically scattered, and that scattered after excitation of 
the nth state. The effect of the reaction of the inelastic on 
the elastic scattering is not tak en into account. This method 
so. 
is one of successive approximations to the solution of the 
(8ll'2M/h2) Von Fn 
( sw2M/h2 ) Von F 0 
on the assumption that the matrix element V0 n is smai~. In 
certain other cases it is also sufficient to consider the 
interaction of two states only' although the matrix el anent 
~ 
V00 (r) associa "i;ed with these states may not be sma.Ll. Such 
cases occur men the states o,n are nearly in resonance, i.e., 
the energy difference AE between the states is sma.Ll corn-
pared with that between any other pair of states. As before, 
the simultaneous equations (33) are obtained, but the method 
of successive approximation is not in general applicable. In 
the special case of' exact resonance between the two states, an 
exact solution can be obtained as follows. 2 2 2 Let k0 :kn :k in 
(33) and assume the field Vnn to be the same as V00 • This 
· gives 
(34.1) {!2-+-k2-(slT2 lV.Vh2 ) V00 {r~ F 0 (r) = 
(34.2) JY2+k2-(sn2~Vh2 ) V00 (r~ FP(r) = 
( 8"1721Vljh2 ) Von (r) F n (r) 
(s~2m/h2 JV0n(rJF0 (r) 
These equations are subject to t he boundary conditions that 
for large r 
-fF' <r) (05) - - o ..... 
Fn(r) 
-:;- exp ( ikz ) + f 0 ( 9,¢) exp ( ikr) /r 
~exp(ikr)fn(e,,)/r 
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By addition and subtraction of (34.1) and (34.2), we obtain the 
two independent equations 
(36 .1) {?2+k2 - (8.,2M/h2 ) ( V 00+ V0 n [I (!0 -rFrJ: 0 
(36.2) ft+k2 -(8,.2M/h2 ) (V00-V0 nD {!0 -Fn]= 0 
If V00 and V0 n are spherically symmetrical, these equations 
can be solved by the me~~od of Chapter III and obtain sol-
• 
utions of asymptotic form 
(37 .1) F 0 -+- Fn -:::- (l/2) ~xp (ikz )+ exp (ikr ){ l/2iKr) { (2,s+l) 
[exp(2i~s)-:!J Ps(cos e~ 
(37.~) F0 -Fn ~ (l/2)Exp(ikZ)+exp(ikr)(l/2ikr) {- (2s+1) 
~xp (2iJS) -:g P S (COS 8 )] 
Subtract (37.2) from (37.1) to obtain 
{38) Fn ~ [exp (ikr )/81kr] {. (2s.,.l) P s (cos(·n [ex.p (2i Js )-exp 
(2ifsU 
The differential cross section corresponding to transfer of 
excitat ion is then 
(39) In(e) dw = lf(eJ} 2dw :(l/64~)/~(2s~l)Ps(cose) 
[ex.p(2i78 )-_exp(2ifsiJ J 2dw 
The total cross section is 
:ur .,.. ~ = J f_ In (e) sin e de d¢ 
.. 0 
(40) = (1T/4k2 )2 (2~-t-l) s1n2 (J8 - ~) 
s 
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B The Method of ~erturbed Stationary State Wave Funct~ons 
In ca..Lculating the pro"bability or· excita-c;ion uf a given 
state previuus.Ly, we neg.Lected the interaction of all states 
exce.J:)t the initia.i. state and that under consideration. Now 
we develoy an apyroximate method taking into consideration 
this interaction. Here we use stationary state wave functionE 
already pertru·bed by the interaction of the colliding pa:r:·tic.Le~ 
treated as if at rest. Consider only the case where bobn 
systems are spherically symmetricaL. 
We must solve the equation 
(41) Eh2/s~M)Vr2 - Ha(ra)-Hb(rb)-v(r,ra,rb)+ ~f= o 
First consider the equation 
(42) [naG~a)+ Hb(~)+ vcr;ra,rb) - E(rilX. = o 
in which r, the relative coordinates of the two s ys terns appear 
as parameters. We assume that a solution may be obtained for 
~ 
any value of r leading t 0 a set of proper functions )t n rr, ra,rb ~ 
and proper values En (r). These functions may be classified 
by their behavior for larg_e r. Let the suffix n : .. denote that 
energy value v.hich tends, as r goes to infinity_, to En wbich 
is the nth proper value of the equation 
( 43) ~a (ra) + Hb lrb) - ~ ¥: 0 
The energy En(r) may then be v~itten 
( 44 ) En ( r ) = En - J n ( r) 
where Jn approaches zero as r approaches infinity. 
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The functions 7 ~n form an orthog onal normal set with respect 
- -to the coordinates ra, zo for all values of the parameter r. 
Hence "":f. can be expanded in the form 
(45) · "Y' -1 x (r,ra,~) · Fn <r> 
. l\ " 
We require solutions for the functions Fn(r) having the 
asymptotic form 
(10) Fn ~ fn(S,,) exp(ikur)/r 
representing outgoing waves. 
Consider (41) 
(41) (h2;s,.2M) vr2 1f = -[-Ha<ra)-Hb(rb)-v(r;ra,rb)+ ~ ¥ 
Substitute (45) ¥=L 1L f, 
., .., 
{46) ~(h2/8172M)Vr2 (}nFn) :{~EHa-Hb-V)X.+E F)L 
but from (43) and (44) 
( -Ha.-Hb- V)): = ( 7 n-Fn) X 
and also 
2 ~~ ci'F 6-..,_ ~F oi.:I.}L 
Vr CXnFn) =c)r-~<-xnFn) :X.dr£-+ 2~ ~-r-+F ~ 
Hence by substitution 
<) 2 2 2 .l >:., .II" 2 ) z ( '" (47)~ (h /Brr M) (FnVr }.n+2;-;-a.,.l-X.nVr Fn • Eu-Jn-E).AnFn 
·~ . 
Multiply both sides by):.n and integrate over the coordinate 
space of r a and rb. 
}{ ~ (h2 /81T2M) "X n"Yn \:rr 2Fndtadtb-fJ~ (~-7n-E)Fn).n~ dta dtb 
!_ ."JJ ~(h2 /81T2M) F n~V'r 2 ). ndta dtb-fJ ~ 2)': ~.; ~: dtadtb 
Using the relation ftx: =~ t:L ret. J.;r.b=-0 we get 
2 2 2 "'] . (48) (h /817' M)Vr Fn-t(E-]b-t7n(r))Fn =-~(h2j8.,2M)Fm(r)ff 
* 2 . >lf 2 ?. ctF,__ff *' cJ ~ . J!-nVr Xmdt adtb -2LJ.h /8-rr M) -;-:;:-- X."" ~ n., dt2 dtb 
. -rLf71 . . · .. 
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which is analgous to (23) obtained by expanding in a series o~ 
unperturbed stationary state wave functions. To obtain ap-
proximate solutions, neglect non-diagonal matrix · elements 
except those referring to the initial state. 
Thus from (48) we obtain 
= 0 (49) v2Fo-r~81r2M/h2) (E-Eo-t7o (r )+ff ll?v;y.o dtad~J _,,F o 
~Fn+ IT81T2 :rvVh2 ) (E-~·t7n (r )+ff )L ~\7; y.. ndtadtJ F n= -F 0 
These inhomogeneous equations may be solved as were (26.1) 
and (26.2). This method is valid for small interactions or 
far large interactions if the relative velocity of the impact 
is small ccrapared with that of the internal motions concerned. 
REARRANGEimNT COLLISIONS 
First we consider e.L ectron exchange and 'then .the general r e- . 
arrangement collision. 
A. Electron Exchange 
Consider an electron-hydrogen atom co l lision. In an earlier 
section of this chapter, we got the probability of the incid-
ent electron being scattered into a given solid angle after 
exciting the nth state. If the incident electron is captu~ed 
into the nth state and the atomic electron ejected, then this 
phenomenon is termed electron exchange and its probability 
will now be calculated. In calculating the probability of 
direct scattering previously, we e xpanded the wave function 
""'1f! (r1 ,r2 ) describing the collision i n the form 
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<50 ) 1.Z' = <l +f) Fn <~1) ~n (r2) 
.... 
where F0 (r) ~ ex.p(ik0 z)+ f 0 (e,¢)exp(ik0 r)/r J'epresents an 
incident and a scattered wave and Fn (r) -c,:;.pn(e,p)e.xp(iknr)/r 
represents a scattered wave, if the excitation energy of the 
state n is less than the energy of the incident electron. If 
this is not so, F falls off e.Jg?onentially; the values of n ir 
n 
(50) which correspond to the continuous spectrum thus give the 
possibility that the incident electron is captured and the 
atomic electron ejected. To get the probability of this event, 
expand (50) in the alternative form 
( 5l) :f = <l_ + f)Gn(;2)1fn{rl) 
n 
If we assume that Gn has the usual asymptotic form 
(52) Gn-:: .fn (e,fJ) e.xp(iknr )/r 
then the probability that the incident electron is captured 
into the nth state and the atomic electron ejected into the 
solid angle dw is 
(53 ) { kn/ko ) t ff n ( e I¢) I 2 dw. 
These electrons are distinguishable only if their spins are 
antiparallel. Now gn must be calculated. The wave equation 
is 
(54) Eh2 /81r2 .l!ll ) (V1 2+v2 2 ) + E + e 2/r1 + e 2 /r2-e2 /r1;!1_l-: o 
In an earlier section of' tb.i s chapter it has been shown that 
Fn satisfied 
(55) (V2t-kn2 )Fn = (8-rr2m/h2)/(e2/r12 - e2/r1 JVYn*<r2 )dt~ 
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I 
Similarly, substituting (52) into (54), multiplying by¥n *<ri), 
and integrating over aJ.l space, we get 
(56) <~+kn2 ) a11 (r2 ) = {8~/h2 )j (e2/;12-e2/r2)~r1,r2 ) 
'¥ n~~ crl) dt 
This equation is exact and to solve it, assume :va1•ious forms 
for ':P and . obtain a solution of the form (52) by 'the method a 
section one. In choosing an approximate ?_l-, note that~ must 
satisfy 
(57 ) [f!! -Fn <r1l !Ln (~zil~t<<X:2l 
fr!-Gn tr2) )tn tr1[} ""Y-n, tri) 
If the results need be valid only within the accuracy ar Born'~ 
approx i mation, then take as before 
(58) 1/1: 
and obtain 
{59) (Y'2+kn 2) Gn= (8"Tr2 /h2) /<e2 /rl2-e2 /r2J¥-n * Crl >Yo (r2) 
- ~ ~ 
exp(ikn0 .r1 ) dt1 
Solution of this equation b y the methods of Mott and Massey 
Chapter VI, we obtain for the asymptotic form of Gn 
Gn ::- gn ( e ,[i) ex.p ( iknr ) /r 
where 
- -
-
(21nn/h2) ff (e2 /rl2-e2 /r2) y n~~-(rl >yo (r 2) 
exp ( ikono.rl-iknn.r2 )dtl dt2 
where n is a unit vector in the direction e,~. 
(54) does not satisfy (57) but for high velocity impacts 
when Born's approximation is valid, the error made is small. 
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B. Rearrangement Collisions in General 
The probability that two systems A and B, in the nth and mth 
states respectively, become rearranged on impact, producing 
systems C and Din the sth and tth states respectively is 
required. To follow the previous method write the wave 
equation for the complete system in ~he form most relevant to 
the discussion of the final systems C and D. Use as coordin-
~ 
ates, the relative coordinates !' of the centers of mass of 
- ........ the final systems, and the internal coordinates rC,rd of the 
systems C and D referred to their respective centers of mass. 
Thus Equation (20) becomes 
(61) E-h2/81T2iii') v' 2+Hccrc>+Hd('rd)-rvCrc,rd,1) -~l,li= o 
where M' : Mcivh/(M0 ..,..Mdj is the reduced mass of the final 
systems. Hc,Hd are ·the Hamiltonian operators of the internal 
motions of 0 and D and VCr;fd,f> is the interaction energy 
between 0 and D~ Distinguish a given pair of stationary stat s 
of the systems 0 and D by the suffix s and write the corres-
ponding wave functions and energies as f6s Cr rd) and .E • 
c, s 
fi Cr rd) is the product of t wo wave functions up(rc),v~<~d> 
S C, . D 
of the separate systems, and Es is the sum of the c orres-
ponding energy values E: rEf Comparison of (61) with (54) 
shows that the formulae of the section on electron exchange 
are generalised by writing 
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' M for m 
-v(rc,rd,P) for (e2;r2 - e 2/r12 ) 
Yo{ra!b) for Yo{rl) 
J5 s cr c ,-r d > for Ys cr 2 ) 
To the accuracy of' Born's ap proximation, we obtain for the 
differential cross section (in the relative coordinatesjD) 
corresponding to the rearrangement i n which the sth state of 
the systems C and Dis excited, the formula 
(62) Is(e,¢) dw: (k~/kJ.f g
8
(e,¢)) 2 dw 
: (r1T2 Ji,'( .r 2 k!/h4k)) fff VCrb ,l.'d,f) exp (ikD0.r-ik~n.;) 
"Yo tr a'rb )¢8 (r c,r d )dtad~d,P) 2ctw 
where k : zrrMv/h 
k~= 271M' v 8 /h 
v : initial relative velocity 
' v s= final relative velocity. 
As an example, consider the capture of electrons fran atoms b;y 
~ 
~ particles. Here r is the vector distance between the 
~ 
center of mass of the atom and the oZ. particle. f is the dis-
tance between the center of mass of the ionized at om and the 
center of !l1..ass of the He ion forrood by tbe capture. For the 
internal coordinates, there is initially the coordinates of 
the electron relative to the center of mass of tbe atom and 
finaLly, the coordinates of the same electron relative to the 
center of mass of the He ion. 
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For collisions between heavy particles in which electron 
transfer takes place on impact, the method of perturbed 
stationary state wave £'unctions can be applied vdthout mod-
ification because the small mass of the electron has no 
appreciable effect on the reduced mass of the atoo1ic systems, 
so this may be taken as unaltered by the electron transfer. 
.'(.. 
EFFECT OF THE EXCLUSION ~RINCIP~E ON THE SCATTERING FORNtULAEA 
Consider again the scattering of el.ectrons by a H atom when 
the energy of the incident elec~ron is low enough for excit-
a tion. 
with asymptotic form: 
'.l -:::- [exp (ikz1 ) + f' ( e1 ) exp (ikr1 )/r~ ¥ (r2 ) for r 1 
"'= [ g(e2 ) exp(ikr2 )/r;j y:<r1 ) f'or r 2 
If the electrons were distinguishable, we could deduce that 
the number of electrons sea ttered was proportional -r If' J 2 and 
the number ejected was proportional to J .(/-:-- However anti-
symmetrical wave functions must be used. The wave function 
symmetric or antisymmetric in the space coordinates is 
-y(rl;r2) -r~rr2,IS_) 
which for large r 1 has the asymptotic form · 
[exp(ikz1 )+[f'(e1 -~! f<e2 f] exp ikr1/r~y<r2 ) 
Using either formula, the result is that the number of' 
electrons scattered into the solid angle dw is 
I f (e) ! S' ( o ) \ 2 dw 
-~ See Oppenheimer, Physical Review 32 (1~28) page 361 
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As previously shown, the formulae must be combined in the 
ratio 1 to 3 for unpolarized electrons. The to tal number 
scattered into the solid angle dw is thus 
(63)f3/4) Jr-gJ 2 + (l/4J}f+ gJ 2] dw. 
Now, consider an electron-helium collision. Denote the 
second atomic electron by the suffix 3 so the collision is 
described by a wave function 
~~ ~xp(ikz1 ) + f(81 J exp (ikr1 )/r~_3t(r2 , r 3 ) for rl large 
....... [ g(e2) exp (ikr2 )/r2]¥<r1 ,r3 ) for r2 large 
...... [ g(93) exp ( ikr3 J/r3Jy.,<r2 , r 1 ) for r3 large -
By an argument similar to that used for ny.drogen , the total 
number of electrons scattered into the solid angle dw is 
(64) /f-g) 2 dw. 
COLLISIONS BETWEEN 'll'WO bYSTEidS, ONE INITIALLY AT fiST 
.Pl,eviously the differential cross section I (e)dw was found 
for collisions between two particles whose center of gravity 
was at rest by solving 
V 2y +( srr2m/h2 ) (mv2 /2 . - V) Y: o 
where m is the reduced mass m1m2/<m1+m2 ) of the two par-
ticles and v their relative velocity. If a solution is fou 
of the form 
Jt- = exp(ikz)+ f(e) exp(ikr)/r 
then ~(~) = )f(6)] 2 • 
Now we find the differential cross section vmen one particle 
say m1 , is initially at rest. Let I<®J d.IL denote the 
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differential cross section for scattering through- an angle 
0 int~ the solid angle dJL • Hence 
JUEJ> sin<@= I(e) sin e d9/d® 
where 
In the special cases where the masses are equal® : 9/2 and 
hence J(®) = I (2 ® ) 4 cos 0 
unless the two particles are identical in which case see 
Equation (23) of Chapter IV. 
THEORY OF THE ELASTIC SCATTERING l1lF LOW VEfu.OCITY ELEC'l'RONS 
BY ATOMS USING THE 1VIETHOD OF .t'ARTI!L CROSS SECTIONS 
Previously, the wave function l}, representin g the system 
of atom and incident electron, was expanded in the form 
~ = ~+[>y.ncra> Fn{r) 
where Yn(ra) is the wave functi on representing the nth sta 
of the excited atomic system. It was then shown that the 
function Fn (r) satisfied the equation . 
(V2+kn 2 ) F n : ( a,.2m/h2 ) f V(rir a) ~(X: a ',r ))ln * (r a) d ta 
where V(r:LT a) . is the interaction energy between the incident 
and atomic electrons and kn is the wave number of the out-
going electron wave, equal to 21Tmvn/h. If electron exchange 
is ne glected the elastic scattering is completely determined 
by the function F0 which satisfiea the equation 
(65) <v2-r-k2 )F0 \r) = (8172m/h2 >fvcr1ra)¥<.ra;r)y0~-c;·a) dta 
To solve this, some approximate form must be substituted for 
~. · Neglecting all but the elastically scattered wave we 
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have 
¥ : $to rr a) F o (!: ) 
and substitution g ives 
(66) {Y2+-k2-(stlm/h2 )V00 (rJ F0 (;) = o 
where Voo (r) = r vCr1·;; a) Y.oYo * dta. 
Equation (66) represents the motion of the incident electron 
in the static fie l d of the atom, V00 being just the potenti 
of this field. Hence, to this a pproxtmation, the problem h 
been reduced to that of calculating the scattering by the 
static fieLd of the atom concerned. The suffix o in F0 and 
V00 may be dropped since there will be no further occasion 
here to consider the ine.Lastic scattering. Expand F in the 
form F =L Fs(r) Ps(cos 6j and substitute into (66). Tbe 
s 
function Fs(r) s a ti sfies the equati on 
(57) ::
2 
(rF 8 )+ [k
2
- (s-.2m/h2) V(r) - s ( s.-1) /r~ (r F 
8
) _ 0 
As shown in Chapter III, the soLution of this equation which 
is .fin ite at the origin has t h e asymptotic form 
rFs ~As sin (kr-s~/277s) 
where J s is a phase constant. 
The amplitude f(9) of the scatte r ed wave was shown in 
Chapter III to be 
-(68) f(e) =;:...~< ~o (2s+l) [ex.p(2i7s)-Jj Ps(cos 8) 
and the differential cross section for elastic scattering 
into the solid an gle dw is I(e)dw: lf(e)l 2dw. 
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The t o tal elastic cross section is g iven by 
.,.,.. 
Q. 
= 
271" I I(9) sin Q de 
0 ' 
We thus obtain Q. = L_Q.s where 
~ 
(69) Q.s = (4~/k2)(2s+l)(sin27s) 
Q.8 is referr ed to as the partial cross section of order s. 
The calculation for the differential cross section I(e) and 
the total elastic cross section Q. thus involves the calcul-
ation of t h e phase shifts ?sof the various scattered waves. 
Born's first approximation holds on l y 11\hen 7 s is small and 
a formula valid r ·or 7s small is (25) of Chapter III. 
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CHAPTER VI THEORY OF THE DEUTERON 
Chapter VII will be devoted to the scattering of neutr 
by protons. Inasmuch as this subject is closely related to 
the deuteron problem, this chapter will deal with the theory 
of the deuteron. 
THE WAVE EQUATIONS uF HEISENBERG' · WIGNER, AND JilAJORANA 
Experimentally the mass defects and, hence, the binding 
energies of the atoms increase linearly with increasing num-
ber of particles within the atom. This is mindful of total 
chemical bindin g energy, which is proportional to the number 
of atoms present. There are three types of chemical binding 
(a) Van der Waals binding : the force between particles 
is attractive at large distances and repulsi 
at small distances. 
(b) ~olar binding: the force involves the repulsion of 
two particles of like charge. 
(c) Homopolar binding: strong attractive force between 
a certain number of particles but very littl 
for additional particles. 
Obviously (a) and (b) do not hold in the atom. We get cor-
rect dependence of nuclear binding energies on the number of 
particles in the nucleus if we assume forces between nuclear 
particles which show saturation similar to forces of homo-
polar chemical binding. Forces of homopolar binding are 
exchange forces so we assmae that nuclear forces have the 
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character of ex chang e f .orces between neu tron an d proton. 1m 
electron and neu trino pass from neutron to p roton. Thi s c ~n 
be considered as an ex charg e of t he coordi nates of neutron an 
proton so that e xchang e forces mean tha. t neutron and p roton 
interchang e positions when they interact. Experimental 
evid ence indicates that t h e forces do not dep end critically 
on relative spin af the pa rticles. 
We n ow obtai n the wave equati on for t his exchm g e forc e . 
Consider a chemical analogy. The hydrogen molecular ion 
+ . 
H2 is the system most comparable to a neutron-proton system. 
+ 
The wave function of H2 is the p roduct of the electronic 
wa ve function ¢ and a wave function "¥ describing the mot:i.o ns 
of the t wo , nuclei. ¢ depends on the di s tances ~ and ~ of 
the electron from the protons o< and jJ end may be symmetri ca 
or ant i s ymmetrical with r e sp ect to A and !'.a and therefor 
vd th respect to the co ordin ates of t he t wo p rotm s. Since the 
protons are elementary particle s they have Fermi-Dirac 
statistics. Hence Y must be antis ymmetric ' .. i n the two proton 
coordinates i f ¢ is syrmnetrlc and vice versa. Con sider the 
-t' 
electron states of H2 which gp ove r i nto a hydrogen atom in 
the ground st a te plus a proton. There are two such sta tes, 
one with the eigenfunction ¢ symmetric in the t wo p roton 
coor dinates and one antisymmetr.ic in the p roton coordinates. 
Only the former leads to b inding . The electronic energy 
of the system is 
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(1) V(lt): -C(r) + A(r). 
where C(r) is the Coulomb interaction between a hydrog en atom 
in th e ground state and a protm at a distance r from the 
nucleus of the hydrogen atom. - A(r) is the so-called exchan ge 
interval, a measure of how often the electron chang es its plac 
g oing fran one proton to another. The ne gative (positive) 
sign is related to the symmetric (antisymrnetric) electron 
wave function ¢. The electron energy for a fixed nuclear 
distance r must be regarded as a potential energy for the 
motion of the nuclei in the molecule. This motion is de-
scribed by wave functions )t. For symrretr.:i..c (antisymmetric) 
y, the positive (negative) si gn in (1), is wed. Two dif-
fe r ent Schrodir.ge r equations r e sult depending on the 
symmetry of y , but a combinati on into one is effected by 
use of the fact that 
for symrre tric r 
for ~ anti symmetric}? 
where r"", r,.a are the coordinates of the two nuclei includ:lng 
spin. 
Hence the Schrodinger equation becomes 
(3) 2 .:z.. .2 (-h. /2M)(~ + 'Vp) "¥ (r~ ,r,s) -t E Jt(r"\ ,rp) = -C (r) }t (r"' r,s) 
-t A (r) y ( ~ rO( ) 
where A(r)yq~r"') in Vlhich the coordinates of the two 
nuclei have been interchanged is equivalent to 
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+A(r)J-(r"rfo) if"~is symmetric and -A(r)"y(~ 'l) if ~is 
antis ymme tri c ~ 
All r efe r ence to the electron has disappeared from (3) so it 
can nav be used directly in nuclear theory. In analogy to 
(3), the wave equation of a neutron and proton interacting is I 
) .l-2/ 2 2 J (4 (n 2M)(~ t-Vr)Y:(.xs~ . fa-)+E_y{xs,.ftr) = (r))l(f~xs) 
where · M ' : proton mass 'Z'"neutron mass 
x = p osition coordinate of p roton 
s : spin coordinate of p roton 
~ = positi on coordinate of neutron 
IT.,_= spin coordinate of neutron I 
~ = Laplacian operator with respect to the coordinate ~ 
of the proton 
to the coordina te j 
I 
2. Vf = Laplacian operator vvi th respect 
of the neutron 
~ E = total energy 
J(r): .. p otential energy a s a function of distance 
r = x-( between the ne u tron and proton 
at x 
I 
(J (x s,_ftr)f 2 is the p rob ability that the proton is f ound 
and has spins while the neutron is at f and has spin a-. 
In (4), only exchan ge interactions A(r) = J(r) have been used I 
(4) is the Heisenberg equation, showing saturation eff ects 
but corresponding to an i n teraction dep ending on the relative 
spin directions of the neutron an d proton vvh i ch is shown as 
follows. Let ybe the p ro duct of a function de pending on 
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the positions of the two particles and a function depending 
solely on spin 
(5) y (xs,_f<>) = /6(x r) "'k(s4r) 
If the protcn and neutron spins are parallel, the spin wave 
function X is symmetric in the two spin coordinates s and cr 
(6) ).(~s) =~(sa) for paral lel spin 
If t h e spins a re an tiparallel, K is anti symmetric 
( 7) "")(. (cr s ) : -):.. ( s cr) for antiparallel spin 
Thus (4) b ecomes an equation involving onl y the spatial wave 
function ¢ 
(8 ) (!:?/2M) <V: + v:) c) (xf) + E¢(xf) = J (r) Jt (f x) 
where the positive (negative) sign holds for parallel 
(antiparallel) spin. If J(r) is negative, there is an 
attraction (repulsion) between a neutron and proton with 
parallel (antiparallel) spins. If J (r) is positive, the 
reverse ho lds. In either case, the fc:>rce between the two 
particles depends on the relative spin directions and sat-
uration occurs when one neutron is bound to a pro ton, the 
neutron spin being parallel or antiparallel to the proton 
spin depending on the si g n o.t' :5 ,A second neutron could not 
be bound to the proton but would be repelled. Th~ deutron 
would be the saturated nucleus instead of the o< particle 
which is contrary to e Yperience. This difficulty is avoided 
in Ma jorana's wave equation 
( 9) (b2 /2!a) (v,_.2 +~ ))t(xs?_ rc1) rEf< X SJ zC') :J(r) y (j S J X d) 
L 
wherein only the spatial coordinat e s are interchang ed in the 
interaction term. The proton spin is s and the neutron spin 
is ~ on both sides of the equation. Writing the wave functio 
in the f orm (5), we g et 
(10) [}(fsJxl1') = ¢ <f)())_(scr) 
y<x sJfcr) : f (,< i') -y_(scr) 
Sin ce t h e s ame spi n functicn occurs en each side of (9), then 
irrespective of the relative spin directions, (9) becomes 
(11) (f12/2 M) (V}+ ~) ~(xf)+Ef/;(xf) : J(r) ji5(fx) 
A negative interaction potential J gives bindin g no matter 
what are the spin di recti ons. Heisenberg and Maj orana 
assumed exchange forces to e xp lain the observed satur·ation of 
nucle ar forces. Ordinar•y forces were assumed by Wi gner whose 
wave equation for the deutron is 
( 12) (h2 /2M)(~ •Q';) }b(xs,f c-)+ Ep(xs,fo-) = J(r )"Ji(xs) fer) 
which after separation of spin bee omes 
( 13) (h2 /2M)~;-+~) .¢ {x f)+Ej; (xf) : J(r) ¢ (xf). 
Generalization of (4),(9),(12) t o a nucleus of N neutron s and 
.Z protons gives 
2 :z._ '-N ';1. . ("h /2M)(L_ ~.-t£VJ1?()(,5, ···~S1· ·fl1'. ··f cr~ -L~ 1 -'- x..,. 1 fK .-t If 1t. 
-+ E11.( •••• ·:X s ..... { tr • •••• ) T ...., ...., JCt; 
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(14a) 
(14b) 
.: tl4 c) 
Separate 
.z "YI 
~Ll.J(~ ,.) Y.(~ S~· • ·~ cr;_. • ·X~ 5~ • .f rr) 
-<. = 1 *(.; I · n 1'\ 
=~ ~ J(r. J y(x 5 ••. e ~ ... ·)\ <r. • ••• ~ rr-) 
. LL '"" • ) tl( .<., .(... K t,, 
~ ... , 1(:1 
. =1_!_ J(r~K) ¥<~~ · · · ~~~ · · f: ~ · .· -r,'h) 
-'=t 1(2/ . . . 
the motion of the center of gravity 
Heisenberg 
Maj or·ana 
lJVigner 
of the deutron 
from the relative motion of the two particles in the deutron 
since we're interested only in the latter, which will be de-
scribed by a wave function~ dependent on the relative 
-coordinate r = x - f of the proton with respect to the 
neutron. Interchanging the coordinates of the two particles 
_._ _:a -:... ~ 
means replacing r by l -x : -r. The wave equation for U is 
( l5a) ch2 / M)Y'2u-(:r)+ ~) = .!J(r) V(..:;) Heisenberg 
(l5b) 
(l5c) 
.J'(r) v (-r) 
J'( r ) V(r) 
li'Ia jorana · 
Wigner 
v depends only on the three r ela ti ve coordinates r so \7 2 
is the ordinary Laplacian operator in three dimensi ons . The 
proton mass M has been replaced by the reduced mass 
MI\V'( lVI +- M) - IvV2 since we are dealing with relative motion. 
In (15a), the posi tive (negative) si gn refers to paral lel 
(antiparallel) spins of the proton and neutron. 
GROUND STATE OF THE DguTRON 
I 
I 
The deutron consists of two particles , a proton and a neutron I 
Any two body problem can be explicitly integrated if the 
force between the two particles is a known function of the 
distance between them. Using the Majorana forces, we obtain 
the wave equation 
101 • 
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. where r is the relative coordinate of the proton and neutron, 
M is the proton (ne u tron) mass, E is the energy of the system, 
and E = -E is the deutron binding energy if .E is negative. 
The potential ene~gyJ(r) is spherically symmetrical so (15b) 
can be separated into polar coordinates (r, e,f) by puttin g 
(16) V(-;) = [ ~ (r )/~ Pa,._ (&) exp (im¢). 
where P_R,.._ 
normalized 
is a_ sphel"ical harnon~c defined by ~...,.._ = 
:J ~ + I n_£- (~l) ~ J :1. p,... ( C 0 S e ) €.. -i 'm </> 
'f7T" l(l+(,.__t) f ;;7. 
unless otherwise stated). In (15b)-~(-;) enters 
as well as11(?). If the p olar coordinates of the point 
~ = (X;J}) are (:t;~), then tho se or the point -r = ( -x) -y, -z) 
are (r,1T-e;JT+¢). Pp.._ (e) is an even or odd function of cos & 
according to whether 1-m is even or odd. Since cos (17'--:s) = 
-cos 9, we have ~ Ctr-0) = (-l):J.-nipQ.m(e). Also 
exp(irn1T+im¢) = (-l)mexp (:i::m~). Thus~ {rr-8) exp(imYT+im}l)) = 
,.,.... 
~ (-1) ~(e) exp(im¢). Hence the wave equation for u bec.omes 
after separation of the Schrodinger e quation in p olar 
coordinates' 
(17) . (i,2jM)~Z.';._ -:Q{,Q..-1 )~/r:}-. E ll.t = (-1 )£Jlr )U.f.. 
If J(r) is negative, the right side of (17) corresponds to an 
sttractive potential energy if .1 is even .and to a repulsive 
potential if J. is odd. This alternation of the sign of the 
force for even and cdd 1 is a characteristic feature of 
exchan ge forces. Assu.ming J(r) to be negative, the lowest 
quan turn state is obtained for P. = o. Its eigenfunction obeys 
-'--
the wave equation 
(18 ) d.?-ll.o- 0".4:.2) rJ(r) -El u
0 d_-,-2..- 'lf!l t:: ~ 
where u 0 is s ubject to the conditi o n that it vanishes as r 
does, so that V{r) in <Equation (16 ) does n o t be cane in~ini te 
at small distances r. Furthermore u 0 must not become in~inite ~o 
for large r. We shall discuss u 0 qualitatively making very 
general assumptioms about the i n teraction potential 'J (r). 
Experimentally J(r) is very lar>ge for small r and falls off' 
rapidly at larger distances. Hence define a ran ge, a, o~ the 
force such that IJ'(r)l is neg li gible compared toE if' r is 
greater tha n a. If' r is sufficiently smaller than a, 
)J(r)f will be large compar>ed to lEI. The behavior of' u 0 
up to r : a will be determined largel y by J, but beyond a, 
u 0 will be determined solely by E . Since Jr(r) is negative, 
and for most of the re g ion where r is le s s than a, greater in 
absolute value than E, the ri ght side of 18 is negative in 
this re g ion so that u 0 is concave towards the r axis as shown 
Ei genfunctions of the ground 
state of deutron ~or a simple 
potential hole o~ width a. 
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Integrate (18 ) from r = o to r : a to determine u 0 and its 
first derivative u~ at r: a 
(19) ( u '/u ) r = a : - o<. 0 0 
and let 
where o<. is a reciprocal leng th characteristic for the pot-
ential J(r). o<. does not depend sensitively on E. The sign 
of o< and its absolute magnitude will depend on the strength 
of the forces. If J(r:) is very small, the curvature of u
0 
will be very small and u 0 will still be increasing at r = a 
for all n egative values of E. Here ub/u0 would be positive 
so o< would be negative and no stable state (E<O) of the 
deutron would be possible. 
I' I 
For r/a, J(r) is ne gligible. Assuming E to be neg ative, i.e, 
(20) E : -E. 
we solve (18) now in the form 
(21) ~2:: = Mku0/h2 
and obtain 
( 22) u 0 = C exp (!. ...f IVI jh2r) 
where we e xclude t h e positive solution because it goes to 
infini ty~,as r doe s . The coefficient C is determined by 
normalization. At r : a, the solution obtained from the 
Schrodinger equation inside (r<a) and outside (r/ a) must 
join smoothly so 
(u6/uo)outside = (u6/uo)inside 
From (19) and (22), we obtain 
J. 
( 23 ) o< : ( M /fi2 ) 2 
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Hence the bindin g energy E is determined b y the constant 
o1... which is directly connecte'd to the given force field. Thus 
the observed value of £ may be used to obtain c< whi ch will 
give certain information about neutron-proton forces. If 0( 
I 
were ne gative, i.e., if the force is too weak, the inside wav 1 
fun ction c auld not be joined smoothly to an exponentially de-
creasing wave function outside, bu t only to an exponentially 
increasing function, but such a function is excluded since 
it becomes infinite for r infinite, so for a negative -<. no 
solution can b e found with a p ositive binding energy C • For 
p ositive energy E, ther e is always a solu tion vmich for r~ a 
~ 1 
behaves like sin (ME) 2 r/fi or cos (ML)2 r/h instead of ex-
ponentially. From the e·xistence of the deuteron, we con clude 1 
that t h e neutron-proton forces are stEong enough to make~ 
positive, i.e. to make the curvature of u0 (r) large enough so 
that u
0 
decreases with increa sing r, at r : a. 
We now discuss the solution for a rectangular hole potential 
function J(r). 
{24) {J(r) = 
J(r) = 
The s elution is 
-v 0 
0 
for r<a 
for r/'a 
(25) fuo 
to 
= b sin [J"<v0 -f.)i r/fi] 
= c exp [ -M~)~ (r-a .fn ] 
for r <a 
for r >a 
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(uJ,/uo)inside = ~(Vo-fJ~/l.i]cot Uv~(Vo~t a/ll] 
(u '/u ) ( c\d.A::-o o outside = - Ivi .LJ 2 1 u 
Equating these two, we get 
(26) cot ~<v0-fr~- a/tf] = -IY<v0~t:i]i 
Since forces between like particles must be smaller than 
forces between a proton and a neutron, we e xpect the o( 
particle to have 4-6 times the binding energy of a deuteron 
by a consideration of its bonds 
but experimentally the mass defect of the ~ particle is 
about 13 times that of the deuteron, 27.7 mev. to 2.14 mev. 
Wigner assumed a strong short rang e force between neutron and 
proton which fell off rapidly when the distance exceeded a 
certain small critical distance a. If the wave function is 
to be confined to this small region, the particle wave length 
-1 must be very small so the momentum and kinetic energy of 
the p article become very l a rge. The kinetic energy of the 
particles in the deuteron may exceed the potential energy at 
to the rang e of the forces between them; the particles will 
travel over a larger region in space so that the kinetic 
energy is kept down but then the time during which particles 
are near enough to exert a strong attraction is reduced so 
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the binding energy comes ou t quite small compared to the 
potential energy V 0 between the particles. Hence v6 >>c. 
Since the ri ght side of (26) is s mall, we can neglect all 
except the first two terms of the expansion for 
cot-1x: 'TT'/2~x-rx3/3-x5/5-t- ••• 
I\~(V0-[)i a/fi .= cot-1 [-(t;(v0 -t:iJ !}: 1'T'/2-r~(V0-(iJ~ 
(27) V0 -i.: (1i2/Ma2 )[17'/2 +-(E/V0 )~] 2 
V0 : (h2/Ma2 )[ir/2+ (E/V0 )!_) 2 +E.. 
Vo : (fi2/II18.2)['1J"2/4+7r(E./Vo)"~.t./VoJ + £ 
Solving for V0 gives 
. 1 
(28) V0 : TI 2fi2 /4Ma2-t 2 (fif/~1Ia2 ) 2 _,.. ( l-4frr2) t.. 
And to a rough apprbximation si nce V0 // E_ 
(29) V0 a 2 :TT2fi2/4M 
This shows that from the existence of the deuteron alone, the 
product of the depth and the square of the width of the pot-
ential hole can be determined. For a separate determination 
of these, the binding energies of other nuclei lJI.USt be con-
sidered. The product V a 2 is a . universal constant and the 
0 
smaller the range a of the forces the more exact will be (29). 
Normalize the wave function as follows. From (25), set the 
two expressions for u 0 equal at r = a 
(30) b = c/ sin[J"(v0~f.)~a/h] 
1 ],_ 
From (26) we have, letting MZ(V0~ 2 a/li: 6 
l l 
cot e : -'i..2 /(V0 -[)2 
II 
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(V, -t(i/, 
e '/a. 
Hence 
into (30) gives 
1 1 
(31) b = c v o 2 I ( v o- F..f2 
()) 
hence f u2 dr 
0 0 
• 
•• c 
= G2vof2 (V0 -fD [t./( Me )! -r a] = 
=~ (v0-f)/vJ~ [t./ ( Me)~ + a]~ 
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1 
e2/1 , 
- /V'_2 0 
1 
l 
Since (23 )tJJ/. = (Mt.)2/ t, then 
(32) C = [!li.(V0-0/V0 (1-ta~! 
Consider now (16) Vtr) :[U.e (r)/r] ~ exp im~ which 
becomes f or 1 : m : o, 
U (-;) = ~0 (r )/~ {!! (4'1T" >!J~oJ = u 0 (r )/ (4 'IT )ir 
And for r(a, V(;): b sin [Mi(V0-tJ~r/t:] /(4'lT)!r 
but b • cv! /(V0 -f.)i : ·[2o.(V0 -t:)/V0 (1-ta«ili ro/(V0_£~-! 
= [2.l/(l+a'\'U-! 
and so U(;) =E'<I 2'11(l+atj,tl sinG.@-(V0 -t)! r/ t] /r 
And for r/a, V (r) : ~/(4-rr)i~ exp [-M£)t(r-a)/ t.] = 
(1/r) E/2tr (l+a~D! Dv0 _[)/V0Ji exp[_=.o((r-a)J 
We now discuss the solution for an exponential p otential 
function. 
(33) J(r) : - V0 exp (-r/a) 
Let the i n dependent variable be 
(34) x : exp (-r/a) where x = 1 for r = o 
x = 1/e for r : a 
x = o f or r = ru 
Also 
cL - d cL-v: = ~ CJ. Jl-..fP(- -r-fe jl - _L !i_ 
cL r - Tx c{..,... cLx. L a... a...~ - lL d..>€ 
T~e Schrodinger Equation (18) becomes by the above sub-
sti tution J_ ( 
:?<-X 
d..>t: 
duo\_ ~1(- V X+£) U = 0 
-;[)() 1J 0 0 . 
Carrying out the indica ted differentiation gives 
(35) cl '2u. 
d)( :1 
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which is the differential equation for a Bessel function. 
Its solution is Y: X 
<36 ) u, =: c Jp (:t.MY:tv.~ o..}t;Yjlt)= cJf~ J'1ly'l) ;z a.- €--?'Pt~ha.)/11] 
'hi. 
where f = 2f'4(Mf.) /his the order of the Bessel function. 
At large distances r, the Bessel function ar gument is small 
so that the first term o.f the ordinary expansion of J in a 
power series is a sufficient approximation, so 
(37) u, = (sf J) [-;. (!'1Y.) r,.a.//j] ~ e4pf(Mt:)Y2~ /7;] 
where r>> a. 
(37) is the same as (25) except for the constant. The eigen-
value c is determined by the condition that u 0 must vanish 
at r: o. For a given V0 , we must thus findf from the 
condition · ~ a...] _ 0 
(38) Jp [=l (MVO) T -
and then use the defining equation for f' to find E. 
For (38) to have a solution f~ V() must b~ grea ter than a 
certain limit which follows from the fact that the first 
zero Xr of Jf' (,.) moves towa1.,d smaller values of X as ,P 
decreases. Hence Y-f' > Y..o. 
The first zero of the Bessel function of order zero is 
xo = 2.4048. * 
Thus (38) has a solution j' only if 
{39) -;t (M Voi2<1/t)2.4048 
*see Jahnke-Emde Tables page 237 
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So ir V0 : (1.4458) h
2/Ma2 , the solution or (38) will be 
,? = o. Hence E. : o which me ans that binding energy just 
rails to exist. Since the binding energy must be small 
compared to V0 , V0 must be >(1.4458) h2/Ma2 • 
For an error function potential J(r) = -B exp(-r2ja2), the 
solution u 0 must be obtained by numerical integr a ti on . Again 
B a2 must be greater than a certain universal c cnstant here 
2.65 b.2/ M to give any binding for the deuteron. Ba2 changes 
very little with a change in the range of the forces. 
These results on the ground st ate of the deuteron r emain un-
changed assuming the Wigner or the Heisenberg neutron-
proton: interaction instead of the MajQrana f orce. For the 
ground state U(-~) = V(r) from Equation (16) and the 
following discussion; so that the Wigner equation and tbe 
Majorana equation become identical. From (17),. i t is seen 
that only for odd azimuthal quantum number J? does there exis~ 
a d iffe rence between the Wi gner and Ma jorana theory. Tbe 
Heisenberg theory becomes identical with the J~ jorana theory 
only for states wherein the neutron and proton spins are 
parallel as in the ground state of the deuteron. 
The eigenfunction of the ground state outside of the 
range of forces, i.e. for r)a, is completely deterilllned by 
the binding energy E or the deuteron as shown by (22). The 
observed value of that binding energy is [:. 2.15 mev from 
which 
(40) 1/~ = t. /( M!:)-! = 4.36 x 1o-13 em. 
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wher e 1/~ may be regar ded as the radius of the deuteron. 
The range of t he forces, a, is p robably abou t 2 x lo-13cm. 
which is sma ller than the deute r on radius. Thus the solution 
(22) represents t h e eigenfunctions _ of thE) ground state of the 
deute ron ove r th e grea te r part of sp a ce so tha t the normal-
ization i nte gr a l may be, calculated to a good approximation 
by assuming (22) to be valid throughout. Then the normal-
ization integral becomes 
U = (2o<)~ exp(-o< ... ) 
( 41) 0 ~ 
11() - U ;;(tt7T)~-r- = (o<_h'JT) €+p(-c<r)/l-(42) r - o/{ 
Note that 1l(r) is independent of the potenti al form J(r). 
EXCITED STATES OF THE DEUTERON 
It can be shown that no stable excited states of the deuteron 
exist if we disragard spin a nd assume strong forces to act 
only over a limited range a. We shall use the rectangular 
h ole potential. 
The followin g excited states might be expected a priori: 
,? state s (J = 1 ) , d states CP = 2 ) , e t c • or higher s s tate s 
( --f = 0 ). 
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(a) Consider p states. From (17) e t seq., in the M.a.jorana 
theory, ther e is repulsion between proton and neutron if the 
angular momentum of their relative motion is ~= 1. Thus in 
the Majorana theory which we've preferred, stable p states of 
t he deu teron are not possible. The Wi gner and Heisenberg 
:forces are attractive in the case of antiparallel spins, 
of the t wo particles. In the Wigner theory, the impossibili t 
of stable excited states can be concluded from the unknovm 
binding energ y of the ground state. For p states, the 
wave equation is 
:for 
:for r >a 
whose solutions are 
u, = b (s1·n kr /Kl"- cos k-r) :for r L. a 
(44) U., : c. ex .P [-d. (r-a . 'U (1+1 /01.-.-) :for r > a 
~< = Mi(v. -£1-k.jt; 
where o<. : (Mc.)Y. / 1i 
Equating the two e:xpressions :for u.,/ U, at r : a gives 
{1:65 ka.)/K«- + Sii}Ka. D- Y<~<tt.Y2] ~- -~ 1+-(t:.:J<.o..)-l +-(o<o...)-"'L 
(45) K (Sin .J<a.)j.K~ -cos kC(. - '-+-(o<~) -J 
To :find the minimum V0 needed to give a bound p states, set 
~ 
the bindm g energy E : o and since oe : (b!lt:)2 / 11, o< becomes 
zero. The righ t side of 45 becomes as ~ goes to zero 
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Letting ka = x gives for 45 
c G s )( ( I ) · " L (s j J7 'i ) 
--- + 1 - ~ s 117 " : - x- - ~6 s ')( ~ X ~ 
Cosx ..,_(x-~)s.inll; _si:)(. + Cosl( 
( ':1-Yx) s·,n x ::: -sin >(/x 
A.ssuming si..,y..jo, we can divide through by sin l( 
( 46 ) ')( - { .:: -~ 
which is apparently untrue and so 
si ry x - o (47) 
• 
• • :>C = o,-rr 
If x: o, both (46) and {47) are valid, whereas (46) is not 
valid for x: T 
(48) 
and since V0 //E., the resulting a pproximation is 
Vc, a.<- ~ * :z. 'ft:z./ M 
But in Equation (29), we saw that V a 2 differed very little 
0 
from rr:2.h 2/'/ftf • These two values are irreconcilable so that 
we conclude that there is no stable p state of the deuteron 
for Wigner forces. 
(b) Consider d states. For Wigner forces, s,p,d states form 
a monotonic sequence m th increasing ffcentrifugal force u 
1.(i.,1)/r2 • 'lhus since p · states do not exist for Wigner force 
this is also true for d states. Since the Majorana and 
Wigner equations are identical for d states <1 = 2), there i 
no stable d st a te in the case of IVIajorana forces also 
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(c) Consider hi gher s st ates. From (26), we see that one 
.l ..!.. 
stable state may be fovnd for M:a(LI6-E)~~tbetween -rrj2 and --rr , 
anothe r between 3Tr/2 and 21T, etc. If the second bound s 
state exists, we must have 
( M V0)~a../ ~ 7 a -rr /.l-
V., a.. :l > Cf7J 2 fi 'l'l 1'1 (49) 
which is in~ossible since by Equation (29) V0 a2 can be only 
slightly larger than Tl2..t,2./1M. Hence the COr,J.clusion is that 
no e xcited states of the deuteron exist which d iffer from 
the ground state with respect to orbital moti on. 
However we can still expect to fi nd a second state of the 
deuteron differing from the ground state with respect to the 
tota.l spin. The deuter•on spin in the ground state is one 
unit, i.e., the proton and neutron spins are parallel. We 
can also expect a state with antiparallel spins of the tvro 
particles i.e. total spin s : o. The second state would be 
a singlet state (non-degenerB.te state of statistical weight 
one) and the ground state would be a triplet state, (triply 
degenerate bec r use of three possible orientation s, in an 
external magnetic field). Assuming pure Majorana inter-
action, the energies of a singlet and tr i plet are equal to a 
first approxi mation. Their difference is due only to the 
magnetic interaction between the two spins. The classical 
interaction between the magnetic moments is 
(5o) w -:-/ "M JAt If~ U:r) .... ~ -~c-zr"-:-)(~ :r)] ..,.. -5 
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where P.,JPP are t he ma gn etic moments of tbe neutron and pro tor. 
- __._ ~· o-P are the spin operators 
y- is the rel a tive coordinate of t he p roton with 
respect to the neutron. 
Equation {50) may take the form 
(51) W:::: .,...Un.fo/P [n;.z. o-pz. .....--3 (1-3 c.os;:~. e)_] 
lli.e diag onal matrix element of W wi t h respect to an s state 
vanishe s due to the dep endence of W on the angular coordin-
ates (e ,j1) of the point r. The spli ttlng I'E of an s state 
due to the magn etic spin interaction is a second-order effect 
F'rom t he Schrodinger perturba tion theory , the or der of ma g-
n i tude of the sp litting is about 
(52) d£ ~ W :t(a.) /Vo 
Where W(a) i s some average value of t h e magnetic interaction 
if the particles ar e a distance a apa r t. 3 
3 " ~ -3 (1; I )::z. a..-(53) W(a.)~A.)l~ a..--= :J.qx.:J.<..eij:l.Me) a- = 1-~ e Me . 
If 1;/Mc. = .21 x lo-13 , a = lo-13 , and e2 ;mc2 : 2. 8 x lo-13 
(m 
= 
electron mass) 
then W(a) = 1.5 me 2 (.21) 2 X 2.8 : .1 mev 
Vo = "TT :t t, :~-; '( f/1 a., :z = I tJ o »1 e v 
r-E :: too rvo-ff5 
Actually t h e r an ge of the forces is lar ge r than lo-13 em. 
which would make {" E smaller. Thus we expect an energy 
difference of the order of 100 volts between the singlet and 
triplet states of a deuteron assumin g it to b e due only to 
ma gnetic interaction be t ween the spins and using the class-
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ical formula for this interaction. Experiment shows the 
singlet state to be about 2 million volts higher than the 
triplet st ate which cannot be explained by ma gnetic inter-
action. But we assume the nucle ar farces depend somewhat 
on the relative spin directions of the interacting proton 
and neutron, that is, we assume th at small Heisenberg 
forces exist besides the principal Majorana forces. We have 
then ...... 1 ;, ~ 
( t- '4/ M) v,_,(:r) + E V(Y) = LJ (..-) "!. K(l").J V (-r) (54) 1 I 
where J(r) is t h e Majorana p otential 
f< (r) is the He i senberg potential 
+ (-) repres:ents the''; tr i plet (singlet) state. 
To explain the fact that the deute r on trip let state lies 
lower than the singlet sta te we assume that K is ne gative 
as well as J. The magnitude of K is deter mined by assuming 
that * i s represented b y a r ects.ngular hole of the same 
width a s J and such that 
K(r) : -V1 
K (r) = o 
Analog ou s to (26) we have 
for r< a 
for r> a 
X 
coi [M~(V0 + V, -~-t )%. a../17]=--[ft/(~-V,-~~ for the triplet state 
CfJ-f [M~V0 -V,-fsf a./1,] :-~5 /(lfe• tJ,--E.st for the sin glet state. 
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From scattering e xp eriments 
l:
5 
= 40000 volts 
E-r. = 2.15 me v 
.... t_ ';i/' ~5 
1: 
Hence E5 ma y be neglected cc:mp ared to Et • In analogy to 
(28), we g et 
(56) }Vo- V, = lVo + \1, :; 
Subtraction gives , ~ 
(;:: b /H ~)~ = t_;;1T X vo Ct) 2. (57) V, = \.'--t.,., a. \:~ 
The most probable value for V0 turns out to be about 30 mev 
and E = 2.15 mev. so V1 ~ 5 mev. The magn i tude of the 
Heisenberg force is of the orde r of the geometric mean be~ 
tween the Majorana potential and the deu t eron bindm g energ y. 
==============-=-=-==- -=-=-=-======,=====================-=-=-=-=-==-~~~======= 
CHAPTER VII. SCATTERING OF NEUT RONS BY .I?ROTONS 
CROSS SECTI ON FO R THE SCATTERING 
In the s cattering of neutr ~ns by protons, there are t wo 
intera cting particles. The only difference from the deutron 
problem is that the system has posi tive energy E. If we use 
rela tive mo tion, then E is the kinetic energy of the system 
in a coordina te system in which the center of gr avity of the 
particles is at re s t (C system). Since v is the relative 
velocity of the particles, v/ 2 is the velocity of each 
particle in the C system so 
(l) E = 2~MI2 (v/2) 27 = Mv214 
Experimentally, neutrons of a given velocity are shot against 
protons at rest. The kinetic energy of neutron s in a 
coordinate system at rest (R system) is 
(2) E0 = Mv
212 = 2E 0 
After scattering, the neutron is deflected by an angle e in t~e 
C system. Its velocity component in its original direction of 
motion is (v/2) cos 8 in the C system and v/2 (l + cos 8) in 
the R system. The velocity of the proton in the C system is 
equal and oppos ite to that of the neutron. It has the compo-
nents £-(v/2) cos e, (v/2) sin e7 parallel and perpendicular 
to the direction of motion of the incident neutron. The 
velocity of the proton in the R system has the components 
( 3} v,..' = (vI 2) ( 1 ~ cos e) = v sin 2 ( e I 2) 
'i' = (vI 2) ( sin e) = v ··sin ( e I 2) cos ( e I 2) 
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The angle between the proton motion after collision and the 
neutron motion before collision is 
(4) ~ = Tr/2 - 9/2 
Hence the proton goes off almost at right angles if the 
neutron suffers a small deflection e. If the neutron is 
scattered directly back, 9 = 180°, the proton is emitted 
in the direction of the neutron motion . The energy of the 
proton after recoil is from (2) and (4) 
(5) E' = Mv' 2/2 = (Mv2/2) sin2 (9/2) = E0 cos
2 ~ 
and thus the energy of the neutron after collision is 
(6) E" = E0 sin
2 ¢ 
In a direct collision (9 = 180°, ¢ = 0°), the neutron 
transfers all its energy to the proton . In a "soft" collisioD 
(9 ~ 90°, 8 ~ 0°), the neutron retains almost all its energy. 
The wave function of particles interacting with a centra 
force can always be expanded in a series of spherical harmoni ) s 
(7) U(r) = ~ cJun(r)/r_7 Pn (cos 9) 
Let the direction of motion of the incident neutron be the 
axis of the polar coordinate system. The wave function 
representing the scattering of the t wo particles has axial 
symmetry around this direction so (7) contains only the 
ordinary Legendre polynomlals P n (e) and no associated functior s 
Pnm(e) exp(imf'). The radial functions un satisfy (17) 9f 
Chapter VI here reproduced 
( 8) ~ f_d ~Un. ~ n(n~t] 4n1 + fr- (-l)n Jti} u.h= 0 1'1 L-dr2 r ] L .. 
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which for ls.rge 
(9) 
whose solution is 
(10) un = C sin (kr - n 1T/2 + 7 n) 
where 
l 
k = (ME) 2 /'tj l = Mv/21; = (ME /2) 2jtj 
0 (11) 
where the phase J1f n is a constant determined by integra tion o 
( 8) • A knowledge of ~ suffices to determine the sea ttering 
. ·t n 
cross section for a given angle e, namely 2. _ 
(12} do-= (7f/:Lk~/1f.znt-/J fo~p (2. i'Jn)-!}P;,feJ/ SJn ed e 
where dcris the scattering cros s section defined as the 
number of neutrons scattered per unit time through an angle 
betw·een e and 9 + d9 if there i s one neutron cros s ing unit ar a 
pe r unit time in the incident beam. Equation (12) arises fro 
substitution off (e) from (15) of Chapter III into the 
expres s ion /{Ce)/ 2 27T sin 6d6 on page 16. 
The actual calcula tion of the r ange of the forces from 
the given mass defects requires the solution of the 
Schrodinger equation for the ~ particle and the deuteron. 
A suitable form mus t be assumed for the potential energy 
between the neutron and proton a s a furction of the distance 
leaving two parameters free which determine the width and 
de pth of the potential hole (range and magnitude of the force • 
The Schrodinger equations for H2 and He4 have to be solved 
with thi s potential. The equa tion for the deuteron can be 
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solved exactly, but that for the ~ particle must be treated 
a pproximately. The range of forces calculated by Feenberg* 
is about 2 x lo-13cm. 'Nhich is o. pproxima tely the radius of 
a s phere of volume equal to the volume per particle of 
hea vi e r nuclei and much les s than the deute r on radius 
4.36 x lo-13cm. Hence the forces between neutron and proton 
are re s tricted to the range 4.. of the order of 2 x 10-lJcm . 
This is les s than the wave length of neutrons used i n 
sc att~ring experiments. The fastest neutrons used experi-
mentally have an energy E0 = 4 mev. The neutron wave length l 
is 
in the C s ystem . For E0 = 4 mev. 
is about t wice the range of the forces. Since a.. < < J1 
' 
it can be shmm that all phases 7 n are small except 'J 
0
• 
Firs t we prove that any wave function u n becomes small if 
r is small compared t o the classica l i mpac t parameter 
=n A = n 1f /(Mv/2) which is the distance at which 
particles of angular momentum n t and linear momentum Mv/2 
would pass each other (M/2 is reduced mass). rn marks a 
change in the behavior of the wave function un . The 
solution of (8) shows tha t for r ) rn ' un is concave 
toward the Un = 0 axis , i . e. is a wave, whereas for r ' rn ' 
un is convex exponentially, as shown 
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u. 
----U=o ., 
·--------~-----------------------y 
The wave function of a parti cle of hi gh 
angular momentum in a potential field. 
S ince J ( r) can b e nesl c!C t :.d for r ) a.., i t c<:tr.t be ne glected r 
2 2 
r = n ~ (n f 0) The term - "tl n (n + 1) un/ Mr in ( 8) is 
la r ge r t han Eu if 2. 
2n( -1-2. (11t•}/ME := n(t\-t-l) ~ (14) ~ n ~ 
l•'1hich condition i s fulfil led i1' r ( rn = n it. ·.rhus we c an 
ne ~lect Eu and Ju and so obta in 
o n n 
(15) ~n _ ., (Vl-f l) u n /-r- 2.= o 
tlY?-
-~ihO se s olution is 
for r ( rn . 
(or 
Thus un decreases rap idly with decreasing r v;hen r be c ome s 
smaller t ha n n /t . Since the range a- of J(r) is small compa r 
to ;t , these results apply for r =a. (n t 0), t hat i s , un (n 
i s very small in the r egion where J(r) is a cting , which min 
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the effect of J(r) on the wave function. 7n must be small s ce it 
i s a measure of the effec t of J( r ) on t h e 'nave function . T 
argument does not a pply to the case n = 0 . Hence in the 
sca t t ering cross section (12) only, the n = 0 term is 
i mportant since the forces 
between neutron and proton have a r ange a.. smaller than the 
neutron wave length ;r . ; From the fact that only the n = 0 
term is important in (12) we can draw two conclusions: 
(a) The total scattering cross section can be obta ined 
by calculating only the phase 7 0 • Setting all 7 n = 0 in (12) except 7 0 gives since n = 0 
d O' = ( 7r/2k2) / exp (2i ~ 0 ) - 1j2 sin C7d6 
( 2i ? 0) - 112 ~ 
= J cos :l.. ?(J -t i. .sJ n :l.. 7o _, / 
.2. • 2- J. n 
= (coS 2 ?o -I ) + S I H I 6 . ~ 
= C..oS2. ..1.?o _ 2. c.oS.2#]o-tl +Sitt 2..7o 
consider J exp 
= .2...(1- co.S 2.?o) 
= 4- .Sih .l. 7o 
:. d a- = ( 7(' /2k2) 4 sin2 7 0 sin 6-d6 
(17) d 6" = (2 1f/k2) sin2 ~ 0 sin 6d6 
and the total cross section is 
(18) CJ = d O"" 2 2 (7( 2 2 = (2 7(/k ) sin 7 o)osin 6d6=(47(/k ) sin 7 < 
(b) The scattering cross section is independent of e, 
that is, scattering is spherically symmetric in 
the C system . 
TOTAL SCATfERING CROSS SECTION 
First we discuss total scattering cross section. h ma' I o ·,; 
be ca lculated from the previous treatment of the deuteron 
ground sta te . For the ground state, the s lope of the eigen -
function n = 0 is given by (19) of Chapter VI. 
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(19) for E = -~ 
We show that this relat ion holds approximately for positive 
value s of E of order £ regardless of the force between 
neutron and 
U..o£ and 
proton. 
-E. 
The wave equa tions for the wave function 
V..o a re E 
J 7-u.oc 1-( M/~ ~LE- :r6·Uu.o 0 
( 20) 
dr 4 -E 
, d"2.t<;E .,_ (11/17~{-t -.J{;J]Iio = 0 
dr 4 
-E.. 
(..(0 
u.E 
0 
Multiply ea ch equa tion by the term shown on the ri ght and 
subtract 
(21) 
Integra ting from r = 0 to r = a... 
ft -E.J E E'Ju.~l~ 
(22) Lu. d~· - u. b Jo = 
-£ E 
The l eft side vanishes at r = 0 because U0 and ~o vanis 
as r itself for small r a cc or ding to the rema rk after (18) of 
.. i_ £ 
Chap ter VI . Divide by '4o ( a... ) ~ o ( a.. ) to get 
1... Jw.fl (_I d~;J M £: +E. [: b -£d ( 23) ;f: ;;;-:},..:::4.- L;;;'-b r.::: t7 4 t(,b(afo-fa) 0 (.Co ,.. 
The integral is of the order a. (.( 0£ (a. ) -~ Uo ( a. ) but i s 
actua lly smaller since 5 -i. t.<.o and ~d vani sh at r = 0 and 
their value at r = a.. is prac t ically equal to their maximum 
value . Hence pu t 
(24) j a.IJ. E u -l..dr ~ 
0 6 
0 
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and from (19) insert 
I - f_ 
G( '( 0 
olv- to get 
(25) 
o/.q_oE) -=:-ol 
olv- r== ~ 
The ri ght s ide becomes -.2 o( when 
ot = J'" l1..o.. { E t-£ ) tr2. 
E' = £ + £ .;. o< j; 2 /M a Y 
(1'1 z.)--i k I Ma.J-' 
(26) E' = 
(I~)(~~~ M C4-z)~ E' = 
l 
since ol.. = (M~ )"2 /17 
For a rectangul ar potential hole us ing eY= ! and VI (29) 
v a.- 2 = 7( 2 ti 2;4M 
0 
Assuming V = 30 0 
then E' - 10 mev. 
mev and using the observed value E = 2.15 me~, 
_1_ dt.eo-
For energies E << E', then "" dr - -ol,. • 
Since E = E0 /2 where E0 is the kinetic energy of the neut r on , 
then 
(27) 
f o r all neutron energies E0 small compared to E' = 10 mev. 
Now assuming (25) to hold, calculate ? 0 • J(r) = 0 for 
r >a... and so 
o{2 1.( c. (1'1 E) c..( - - k .2./..(e:. ( 28) drL. =- p o-
and so from (10) with n = 0 
( 2 9) l{ 0 = c sin ( lr t- r IJo) 
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Joining this solution to that for r ~a.. gives 
(30) 
which gives 
Since we ha ve assumed that the range of the forces is small 
compa r ed to ~ = 1/k, k~ can be neglected so 
( 32) cot r; 0 = - C'l!/k 
Insert (32) into (17) and obtain the total cross section. 
From (32) k2 = ol 2 /cot2 1J 0 = o(. 2sin2 7 0 /cos 2 '70 hence 
tT = 4 7f( cos 2 YJ 0 / ~ .2 sin2 7 0 ) sin2 '7 0 = (4 7T /o(. 2) cos2 7 0 
0~ / . 
k 
(33) (J = 4 7T/( o< 2 + k 2) 
l l 
Inserting VI (23) o{ = (Mt.) 2 / 17 and (11) k = (ME 0 / 2) 2 / 17 
i n to ( 33) gives -2'{/ 
( 34) t!r= .I.J7Thz./fl(t.-fEo/2)=2.:5fXIlJ.! (£.,-Eo/2.}cw.7_ 
which for £. = 2 .15 mev as before is in fuir agreement with 
experimenta l results for fast neutrons . For E0 = 4.3 mev, 
Chadvvic10f- found a cross section between 0.5 and 0 .8 barns 
agains t a theoretical value of 1.2 barns . For E = 2 .1 mev , 
0 
the experimental value was 1.1 to 1.5 barns and the theoretica 
* See Chadwick, Proc . Roy. Soc. A 142 , l (1933) 
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value was 1.6 barns . For slow neutrons t he formula f ails. 
The experimental cros s sec t ion of s low neutrons i s about 
3 5 barns~~"* which i s a bout 14 time s a s l a rge a s the theore tical 
cross section of (34) f or E0 (( t . Wigner expl a ins this a s 
f ollows : the obse rved b i nding ene r gy of the deuterori refers 
on l y to the binding of a proton and a neutron with parallel 
s pins ~hile no t hing can be deduc ed fr om it about t h e inter-
action of protons and neutrons with opposite spins. The 
cl ( binding energy ~ of a deuteron in a s inglet sta te i.e., 
with the s pins of the t wo constituent pa rticles antiparallel) 
may be as sumed to be very small. This suffices to make the 
probability of a slow neutron being scatte r ed by a proton 
with op~osite spin extremely l a rge, according to (34) • 
The experimental cross s ec t ion value can be us ed to find 
( 
the binding energy £ of the deute ron in the singlet state. 
The cross section for the sca t tering of a neutron by a proton 
with parallel s pins is given by (34); the cross s ection for 
antipara lleL s pins will have the same form but with £ 1 instea d 
of 2. . If the spins are parallel, the total spin of the 
s ystem ( proton and neutron) is one unit. This tota l s pin 
can orient itself in three different ways with respect to ·a 
given dire ction (as the direction of an ex terna l field), the 
three orientations corresponding to a s pin component +1, 0, -1 
in the given direction. Thus there are three possible s pin 
sta tes if the s pins are parallel. For anti parallel spins , 
* See Dunning, Pe gr am, Fink, & Mi t chell, Phys. Rev. ~' 
265 (1935). 
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the total s pin i s zero and so only one quantum state exists. 
Thus it is three times as probable tha t the spins of a given 
neutron and proton are parallel as it is probable that they 
antiparallel. Hence the average cros s section for the 
scattering of neutrons by protons a veraged over the possible 
* directions of spin is 
(35) ~= (4rrA 2/M).f.I/4(£1+ E0 /2) + 3/4(£ + E0 /2l7 
Using the observed cros s section for E0 = o, namely 35 barns 
c £, __ 
and the known value of ~ = 2 .15 rnev , we obtain ~ 40,000 ev 
Thus the binding energy of the singlet state of the deuteron 
is very small compared to tha t of the ground tri plet sta te. 
The figure below shows the average cross section (35) as a 
functi on of the neutron energy E0 • 
J() 
-----
0 ~roSS -S;cj;;~- - - -
if in hnuf,fl~ ,'J ,;,t!e1 t>~>r~~~f- -.... of 1/,~ r~l~t.li'~ Jp,;, q',;..t'~ho~ --. ......___ 
of lh~ fcrl,"c/u. '~ 
-2 
-I I 2 
lof £.. (mev) 
At high energie s the difference between (35) and (34) is hard y 
noticeable because binding energies ~ < ( E0 , £ 1 < < E0 
which is why (34) agreed with experiments on fast neutrons. 
At ~bout E0 = 2 mev, the actual cross section ( 35) begins to 
become considerably l a rger than the cross sec t ion (34) to be 
Compare IV (20) et seq. 
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to be expec ted if the singlet and triplet sta tes had the same 
binding energies, £ ~ e'. The cross section then increase . 
r a pi dly with decreasing neutr )n energy, reaching half the sloJ 
neutron value for E
0 
~ 100,000 volts. 
It cannot be inferred from the scatte r ing cros s s ection 
whether there actua lly is a stabl e s inglet s tate of the 
deuteron. The cross section f ormul a corresponding to (3 3) 
will con tain/.1 2 which is the quantity for the s inglet sta te 
corresponding to q 2 . The ma gnitude of/1 can be inferred fror 
the scattering, but not its sign. There would be a stable 
singlet sta te for +IJ but an unstable singlet sta te for - /J 
Whether j is ! is imma teria l as f a r as the conclusions of 
Chap ter VI concerning the Hei s enbe r g force s since /8/ only 
wa s used. But + 1J or -13 will make a diff erence in the 
probability for the cap ture of slow neutrons by protons which 
may give a clue as to whether the s inglet sta te i s sta ble or • 
not. Teller* points out the f ollowing means of findin g the 
sign of the energy of the s inglet level and al s o of te s ting 
the entire theory. Our assumption has been tha t the intens it' 
of the sca ttering of neutrons by protons depends strongly on 
their rela tive spin orienta tions. This means a difference in 
the s ca ttering of slow n eutrons by parahydrogen and by 
orthohydrogen molecules. Both pr otons in the orthohydrogen 
molecule have their sp ins para llel so tha t a neutron will be 
scatte r ed stron gly (or weakly) by both of the protons, that i~, 
See Teller, Phys. Rev. l±J_, 4.21 (A) ( 1936) 
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the scat tering intensity will be the same for both protons. 
There will be s trong i n terference effects if the vave length 
of the neutrons is of the same orde r as the distance of the 
proton s in the H2 molecule and this is the case for thermal 
energy neutrons. The sca ttered neutrons will have an angular 
distribution identica l to that of x-ray of the same wave 
length scattered by a diatomic molecule. The spins of the 
t wo protons in parahydrogen are opposite, thus the spin of 
one proton is parallel to that of the incident neutron and 
the s pin of the second proton is opposite to tha t of the 
incident neutron. As a first approximation, only this l a tter 
proton w~ll scatter with no resulting interference effects. 
Thus the pr esence of interference in the scattering of neutrors 
by o rthohydrogen and its absence in the scattering by par~­
hydrogen would direc t ly test the as sumptions as to the 
dependence of the s cattering on the spin orientation. As a 
second ap}J roximation, in the case of parahydrogen, there will 
be some scattering from the proton with s pin parallel to the 
neutron. For thermal neutron energies, the ratio of the 
amplitudes of the waves s cat tered by the par allel and anti-
parallel proton is 
.l ( J6) ~ 1/3 = (l.' /g) 2 ~ 1/7. 
If the singlet s t a t e i s a real bound state the phases of the 
\ 
waves scattered by the t wo protons will be the same and they 
will be opposite if the singlet state is a virtual state. Foz 
a rea l bound sta te, the amplitude of the neutron wave scatte rE ~ 
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_ _j 
by parahydrogen in the forward direction through a small 
an gle will be 8/7 times that scattered by an isolated proton 
of s pin antiparallel to that of the neutron. In the virtua l 
case, the amplitude will by only 6/7. Thus the ratio of the 
scattered intens ities will be 
(37) 
reA.L s{nslet sft:tfe. o-_ 
vi~-t"Q.l .s TO\ te u-
ANGULAR DI STRI BUTION FOR SCATTERING 
Now we discuss the angular di s tribution. It has been 
sta ted that the angular di s tribution of neutrons scattered 
by protons should be almost s pherically symmetrical in a 
coordinate s ystem where the center of gravity of the t wo 
particles is a t re s t. Novv inves t iga te the devia tions from 
s pherica l s ymmetry. First we calculate the phases '!n in 
the scattering formula (12) for n f 0 . Since these phases 
are small, they ma y be computed by a perturbation m8thod. Co -
sider the case n = 1. Let v1 be the wave function for n = 1 
in the ca se of vani shing potential energy J(r) 1 that is, the 
solution of 
11 '-( d2v, 
(38) t1 dr- 2 
2.. v) + E II': = o 
- - I I ,_ ... 
u1 is the wave function for non-vanishing J(r) 1 that is, the 
solution of 
ij 'Z. (ol2.u 1 _ ~ u,) + E q 1 -= (-1) J(r} '-<, (39) M oJ,..,_ y--a.. 
Multiply (38) through by u1 and (39) by v1 and subtract (38) 
from (39) 
(40) 
to obtain r1 
VI cl 2 (A I - (.(I ~I =. -o(r~ Ofr-2:.. 112- :T(,.) (.(I"' 
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Now integrate from r = 0 to a very large r a dius R. At r = 0 
both u1 and v1 vani sh* and so 
v (f\) (~"') - '-'• (R)( ~ \ = ( 41) 1 7.t r r= R cJ."" l~r:. 1< M f~ -_ J(r) u.,v,cl~ 1; 4 0 
.A t l a rge distance s both u1 and v1 behave like sine waves and 
so we put according to (10) 
v
1 
.:: S , ·., (Kr- 7r/2.. )= - COS k~ 
(43) u,::: _ c:..os (f{r r f 1 ) 
wherein we've assumed the amplitude to be unity which re sults 
fr om suitable normali zation of u1 and v1 ~ Applying (43) to a 
po int where v1 ha s one of its maxima , that is , kr = 2n 
where 
Also u1v1~ l since u1v1 = cos kr cos (kr +?1) and 71 is sma l 
so u1 v1 -=-- cos
2kr = cos2 2nlf"= l . Hence (42) now becomes 
(45) t.. • . 7•: (Mf Kt.~) (~· J (r) Ll, "' .,(,... 
The potential J is l a rge only for r <a... in which r e gion the 
wave functions u1 and v1 are small. The di s cus sion after (13 
shows tha t 71 must be small. A quantita tive estimate i s 
obta i ned by setting u1 = v1 in the integral. The solution 
of the wave equation (38) for a free pa rticle with unit 
* See VI (18) et s eq • 
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angula r momentum is 
(46) v1 = -cos kr + sin Kr/kr ~ /, ~ 
: -1 ~ ("r-J~jz..!-(lfr)~'/lf ... tkl-}lrr-{!r,.)/~/Jrt-,.'lfr-)g/lf,-t. , 
-:!:- (Kr)/3 
Ins erting this into (45) give s since also u1 = v1 
(47) 71 = (Mk3/91f 2) ja. J(r) r4 dr j ~ D -1-2 Bethe* shows t hat J(r) dr = -~ /M which is used to estima te 
0 
the integral of (47) 
(48) J''Jr,J y'IJr~ { ..ao--Jz.J/~(r}clr =- (_,...a.~tJz./z!1) 
~ 0 
where~ is a constant of the order of magnitude unity. 
For a rectangular potential well, u determined by explicit 
s ol uti on of the wave equation is 
7
/ 
(49) ~ = G ( 1-f t2/7T 2}-(:$6/rr)U reKp (--rrilj{t-exp(-7r)j-:::O,~ Cf 
Insertion of (48) into (47) gives 
(50) 11 = -l\:3a.~ /18 
Thus 71 < ( .l as long a s the wave length 1/k of the neutron i:: 
l a rged compared to the range ~of the forces, that is, a s long 
as the neutron energy i s small compared to the depth V
0 
of the 
potential hole .[See (11) and VI (29l7. For n ;> 1, 7 n' s are 
smaller than r; 1 • A genera l calcula tion similar to that for 
n = 1 yields 
(51) 7,., ~ 
whe r e the cons tant ?n ( 1. Hence in calculating the angula r 
* See page 109 of article. 
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distribution of scattered neutrons, the contributions of all 
7 n for n ) 1 and also of 712 can be neglected . Con sider 12) 
(12) d a" =(7r/~lr')/ l (~ntt) Pr,(e){i'lp(:zi.ph)-tl j?,;, eas 
n 
Carryi ng out the summation fo r n = 0, 1 gi ves 
titr-= (T/~ A ) 2/ /itp (2.. ~?o )-1] + -s cos B &tP(~ .t 7, J-J} /~ 1 h ed a 
bu.t e'lp{2i1Jo)-1 =cos z.IJo t-..i. .sti? z.7"-1 
anJ. '3COS 8 {]!;<p(2--i.71 -j/-3COS 9(C6S ~?t+.i s/" 271- ~) 
= 3 c~s S[(t-··-)+(-<-.;z.?,- .. .;..liJ 
= 6-< 7, cos$ 
du=(-rrj4 k~/cos2'" t..i SJi'J 2.70 -1 +6--i'J,co.s~j?..s/;,ecls . 
d 0:- (rrj2 l\2)(cos ~ 70 - ..2. cos<l-?d + 1 1- 36 'J,2. cos e 1-1~ co.s ~ "" ~'io +- s i 11~ ?o) s, ~ e J e 
dcr- (1r/1 [ 2){!.{1-cos 2?o)f tz.? 1 cos C) Sttt 276] Slit $de 
d (T:: (1r)2/i>.J:J..[J../Sihz'Jo t- -24f, co.s(J SliJ'Jo c.o.spo}sli, (JJ/3 
(.S:l) d {j;:: (;;.. 7r/k1.S (n 216 [1 f 6?, cos (j cor :;6] S I h ~J (!J 
The bracket £f + 6'f 1 cos d cot 7 o-7 determines the deviation 
of the s cattering from spherical cymmetry. By (50) 7 1 is 
ne gative so that the backward s ca ttering (e > 90°) will be 
grea ter than the forwa r d scattering if cot 7o is positive ; 
if it is negative, the reverse will be the case. The value 
of cot 7 0 is - o{ /k by (3 2) but it is more accuratel y* 
cot j1 0 = - o( /k + a..(o< 2 + k2)/2k. Since VI ( 2J )o(= (ME) t 1-R I 
l 
and (11) k = (ME) 2 /"#1 n, then cot 7o is negative for small 
neutron energies and positive for high energies. 
* See Bethe's article page 119. 
Cot ? 0 = 0 if 
C 53) at 2 + k 2 = 2 c< I a.. 
and using (11), VI (23), VI (29) V0 C\.
2 
= n 2 h 2 /4M, and 
( 2) E0 = 2E, we get by substitution 
2. 4 ( t1E.))f t; M~../111.+ ME !4 n / 2 (/'11/;)J£. 
If neutron and proton have parallel s pin, £ = 2.15 meve and 
V
0 
= 30 mev, so E0 ~ 16 mev. For opposite spinsjthe 
assymetry is negligible. Neutrons of energy les s than about .. 
16 mev must be regarded as slow with regard t o the sign of th~ 
deviation from spherically symmetric scattering. To calculat 
the devia tion from spherical symmetry explicitly, the cross 
sections for parallel and anti-parallel spin m~st be added. 
as follows. 
(.35) 
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and substitution into (35) gives 
~ - 47T ti 2-f. I 
. - 1'1 . _j_ t1a;,a. J. :z.Jr-zi7.. 
I./ - r.a. -
11 "" 
and since cot 7o = - ~/k 
o( 
I 
~Lk Yo/~ so sin ?o = -k/(o( 2 + k 2) ~ 
hence substitution gives 
- i' a- - ~ 7r ~, 
and since 
8- = /7rc/ 0 
0 
then 
.., 7r [ I 2 I ~ ~~·.. 2. 11o] S I i, d d 6-d CT ~ ~ - St~ 1o -f ~ ... '' /' Jr1- I{ 
Now modify (52) so all 7n = 0 except 7o and 71 
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d tJ=. ~ :-{fn.:. 2yc,' r ~ .sln).j{t-r o.71 cof 'Ju ca~ aJ$1;, ,~J e 
since and and 
the corresponding multiplicative factor is 
C (j f J? t; -::.. - !f!L 1- A ( o( 2 -1 ,f"Z..) a, cJ 
/' " .z./( 
substitution gives 
(55) dcr== ..L 4 
As before the asymmetry is measured by the expressions within 
the t wo braces. Substituting 1 1 from (50) and also the 
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expressions for ~ and k gives ~ 
1i. e r: .:z 62 1.-2}17}.~ r +.1... ca.se~Moa!ilf~-/a. case. . t!Eo~tflf. c.- f> 7J co;, L cj - .2. l""' r ,, U~ - (' 3 2 *.2. -1; w. .2'"hZ (..,..,2 .zti) 
and a similar expression for the brace containing /-1 . 
the asymmetry is only appreciable for comparatively high 
energies. The relative asymmetry A is defined as 
(56) A~ ·O'fs = o) - cr (e '::%.-rr) 
CS" ( IJ ;& 1T /2-.. 
A has a maximum for 
which corresponds to an energy of about 3 mev. For this ener y, 
the asymmetry becomes 
(58) /1 = {9j'ty)..,.u{a~)2 (,-...ra.a//3)- {1.&'3 o;a 
}"11 (}.. 'I 
using~= 0.89 (rectangular potential hole) 
IL = 2 x 10-l3 em 
-1 
em 
Thus even the maximum asymmetry of scattering i s so minute as 
to be experimentally unobservable 
scattering symmetry ~ould only be 
grea ter than 16 mev a ccording to 
in general. Any appreciabl . 
found for neutrons of energ,1
1 the calcul ation of (54). Such 
neutrons would be preferentia lly s cattered backvvards by the 
protons according to (52). This unusua l behavior is due to tre 
exchan ge type of the forces e xisting between neutrons and 
proton. We can interpret the scat t ering proces s by consideri11g 
the i ncident particle to be deflected throu gh a small angle, 
but due to the exchange forces, the incident neutron changes 
roles with the scatterine proton and goe s off as a proton, no ' 
a neutron. We have shown tha t the theoretical scatterin g of 
neutrons by protons i s pr a ctically s pherically symmetric in 
the coordinate s ystem in which the center of gr avity of 
neutron and p roton is at rest. In the coordinate s ystem in 
which the proton is initially at rest the distribution would 
be 
(5 9) d IT= (cons t ) sin 9d9 = (const) sin ~ cos ¢d¢ 
since ~ = ( i )(1T'- 8). This shows tha t the number of scatter 
ed protons per unit solid angle sin ~d~ should ha ve a flat 
maximum in the forward direction ~ = 0. 
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APPENDIX 
A. 
Let z = - 2ikr 
so ~ =- 2. .A.. K 
d~ 
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The only sol uti on of this equation which i s bounded 
at the origin is /1 ( i o( + n + 1; 2n + 2; z) 
If we take for the solution of (38) 
L11 (r)= e f.P (- To(./2.) / (1{11 1-1 r .... ·~)/(2-lr-r)~ipliAr)i'(i.e~., tnt/)' 211-r:. ,;-z.-ikr) (~YI-tl)! 
The fir s t term in the asymp totic expansion is 
L~ SJ»'l {Jrr-n1rj2..t-7,~ Los z.ff.,..>jl<r 
where 7 n = arg fl (n + 1 + ic{) . 
B. Proof that the wave fun c tions de s cribing systems 
containing two similar pa rticles in a non-de generate 
stationary state are eithe r symmetrica l or anti-
symmetrica l in the coordina tes of the particles. 
Let 1,2 denote the coordi nates of t he particles; 
then (1, 2) sati sfi e s 
(1) H(l, 2) ~ (1, 2) - E:Z (1,2) = 0 
where H is some ope r ato r which i s s ymmetrical in the 
coordina te s o.f the parti cle s . Sin ce we assume t he 
sta te to be non-deg enerate, ;r is the only bounded 
solution of (1). Inte rchan ging the coordinates 1 and 
2 i n (1), we ge t 
( 2) ffi (2,1) - E7 /( (2,1) = 0. 
But since H is symmetrical in the coordinates of the 
particles, 
H (2,1) = H (1,2) 
Hence from (2) we obtain 
(3) ./_ff. (1,2) - E7 /( (2,1) = 0 
It follows from (3) that /1 (2,1) is a solution of (1, . 
But since j( (1,2) is the only solution of (l) which 
is everywhere bounded, the 
j( (2,1) = A /( (1,2) 
where A is a constant. 
But 
where neither integra l equals zero. 
Hence it follows that A2 = 1 and since all the 
quantities in thes e equations are real, we have 
A = : 1 
which means 
;:( (2,1) = : ~ (1,2) 
which was to be proven. 
This proof a pplies only to non-degenerate states. 
States with unquantized energy (positive energy) are 
always degenerate . For such states the theorem does 
not hold. 
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C. Description of f( ,( __{._§)_ 
Interpret the statement that the magnetic moment of a 
~ __., 
atom points in the direction 1, where l i s a unit 
vector, as meaning that the atom has been passed thro 
-an inhomogeneous magnetic field H in the direction l 
and that the atom was in the de flected beam having 
energy of - Hl.\11 where M = eh/ 4 1f me . The wave 
function 1.~ (s) describes an atom whose ma gnetic 
--' 
moment has been oriented in the direction l . The 
argument s of /( refers to what is observable about 
the atom, namely , the energy that the atom would take 
up if passed into a second inhomogeneous magnetic fie d. 
Take an arbitrary direction i n space--say the z-axis-
and de!T.)te b y H' Ms the energy that the atom would hav 
if passed into a ma gnetic field H' in this direction . 
Then the probability tha t this energy will ha ve a giv 
value is J X ( s) J 2 ; A must be zero unles s s is ~ l. 
Hence If has only two non-zero values ;:1 ( + l) and/l' ( -1) • 
The s quares of the moduli of these give the probabili y 
that the energy shall ha ve the values ~ H' M. { If ( s) / 
-A 
depends only on the angle between l and the z-axis . 
If l lies along the z- axis , so the energy is -H'M , th 
{ 
X (+l) = o (1) 11 ( -1) ;; 1 
Denote ( l) by 1(11 ( s) • Similarly let X o{ be the 
--lo 
corresponding function when l lies in the opposite 
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direction 
[ 
1 o( (+l) = l 
(2) 
ro~. c-1) = o 
/(~ and 'X11 thus defined are both n ormal i zed and are 
orthogonal to each other. The two wave functions 
1o< and "f11 describe the two sta t ionary states of thE 
system, i . e ., t he two states in which the energy is 
known . The general state of the system will be 
described by a wave function A ~ + B ~IJ where A and 
• B are arbitrary complex constants satisfyi n g the 
normalizing condition AA*,+ BB* = l. The complete 
vvave functi on of the a rom is 'X (r) X ( s), an 
approximation since the atomic charge distribution 
may de pend on the orienta tion of the spi n i n a 
magnetic fie l d . The atom is better des c ribed by 
X ct,s) where s = :1. (ir Cr ,s) / 2 dxdydz is the 
probability that the atom would have energy : MH 
(for s = :1) in a magnetic field along the z-axis 
and that the electron be in the volume element dxdydz . 
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A.BSTHACT 
Va rious mean s of ob t a ining cro s s sec t ions a r e s tudied 
and t he re sult s a r e then ap~lied to the bomba r dment of 
pr o t on s by neutron s . Cr oss sec t i on i s defined a s the 
probability of an y defined nuclea r r eaction oc curring . 
The Sch rodinger wa ve equati on i s s~t up in a manner most 
convenient t o t he soluti on of collision pr oblems and the ' 
I 
s olved. The mos t i mportant result of the theory of atom~ c 
colli s ions i s the cros s section f or scattering i n the 
center-of-mass coordina tes 
Jtr= .:2.. 1r st"' ed e / '{2-n+t) H. (coss) {!!xp(2. .i 7tJriJ 1~~ ~ I 
which i s defined as the number of incident particles I 
s ca ttered per unit time by one bomba r ded particle t h r oug , 
an angle between e and e + d8, if there is a prima ry bea I 
intensity of one incident particle per unit area and oer 
unit time. dw = 2 '1f sin ecte is the solid an gle in cente r 
of mass coordina te s . The pr ob l em becomes one of f inding 
~(e). For a cen!ra l fo r ce fi e ld 
L(e):: --'-:-z (~YJ-tl} Pn(cosa ) [Q>Cp(2..i7,)-1] 
.T I .2 -<./\ 17 = 0 
vvhere 7n i s the phas e shift and k = 2 1r/ }\ • The total .·· ·· 
ela stic cro s s s ection ~ of an a tom is defined as t h e 
tota l number of partic l es s ca tte r ed ela stica lly by the 
a tom per unit time from a beam of unit intensity and is 
-
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The Born a pp roximation gives the scattering of a beam o 
fast particles by a field V(r) and is 
f (8)..: B-~ tr2. (¢;) sJn lrr- V< r 2J~ h ~ Jo ]\ r t-) 
where K = U s ,,; .Q; 
,)' 2. 
For a Coulomb field 
f (e).:: Z. z. ' e 2. c s c l.. ~ e~r f ;L'o( Lo5 (t-w s 8} t-T 
:2., 
where = I 2.. 
2 uz::Z e 
hv 
To obtain the probability of a given collision, calcula 
the probability P s using vvave function symmetry in the 
space coordinates of the pa rticles and the probability 
using wave functi ons that are antisymmetrical. Then th 
actual probability is 
(~) ( 1 - cos @ fs + (%t)( 3 t-eas@)) fA 
where @ is the angle between the s pins of the two 
colliding particles. 
The deuteron consisting of a neutron and a proton is 
studied because of its close resemblance to the neutron 
proton scattering problem. The wave equations of 
Heisenberg, Majorana, and ~igner are compared and 
Majorana exchange forces are chosen as most likely to 
give results consistent with experiment. The ground s e 
of the deuteron is discussed and then it is shown that 
stable excited state of the deuteron can exist. 
147. 
148. 
For the neutron-proton collision, the tota l sca ttering 
cross section is found to be 
IT=-
and it is shown tha t to a very clos e approxima tion, the 
sca ttering i s s pherically s ymmetric in the cente r of rna s 
coordinate s ystem. 
